The Deep Ecliptic Survey ( DES)-a search optimized for the discovery of Kuiper belt objects ( KBOs) with the Blanco and Mayall 4 m telescopes at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory and Kitt Peak National Observatory-has covered 550 deg 2 from its inception in 1998 through the end of 2003. This survey has a mean 50% sensitivity at VR magnitude 22.5. We report here the discoveries of 320 designated KBOs and Centaurs for the period 2000 March through 2003 December and describe improvements to our discovery and recovery procedures. Our data and the data products needed to reproduce our analyses in this paper are available through the NOAO survey database. Here we present a dynamical classification scheme, based on the behavior of orbital integrations over 10 Myr. The dynamical classes, in order of testing, are ''Resonant,'' ''Centaur,'' ''Scattered-Near,'' ''Scattered-Extended,'' and ''Classical.'' ( These terms are capitalized when referring to our rigorous definitions.) Of the 382 total designated KBOs discovered by the DES, a subset of 196 objects have sufficiently accurate orbits for dynamical classification. Summary information is given for an additional 240 undesignated objects also discovered by the DES from its inception through the end of 2003. The number of classified DES objects (uncorrected for observational bias) are Classical, 96; Resonant, 54; Scattered-Near, 24; Scattered-Extended, 9; and Centaur, 13. We use subsets of the DES objects (which can have observational biases removed ) and larger samples to perform dynamical analyses on the Kuiper belt. The first of these is a determination of the Kuiper belt plane ( KBP), for which the Classical objects with inclinations less than 5 from the mean orbit pole yield a pole at R.A. = 273N92 AE 0N62 and decl. = 66N70 AE 0N20 (J2000), consistent with the invariable plane of the solar system. A general method for removing observational biases from the DES data set is presented and used to find a provisional magnitude distribution and the distribution of orbital inclinations relative to the KBP. A power-law model fit to the cumulative magnitude distribution of all KBOs discovered by the DES in the VR filter yields an index of 0:86 AE 0:10 (with the efficiency parameters for the DES fitted simultaneously with the population power law). With the DES sensitivity parameters fixed, we derive power-law indices of 0:74 AE 0:05, 0:52 AE 0:08, and 0:74 AE 0:15, respectively, for the Classical, Resonant, and Scattered classes. Plans for calibration of the DES detection efficiency function and DES magnitudes are discussed. The inclination distribution confirms the presence of ''hot'' and ''cold'' populations; when the geometric sin i factor is removed from the inclination distribution function, the cold population shows a concentrated ''core'' with a full width at half-maximum of approximately 4N6, while the hot population appears as a ''halo, '' extending beyond 30 . The inclination distribution is used to infer the KBO distribution in the sky, as a function of latitude relative to the KBP. This inferred latitude distribution is reasonably consistent with the latitude distribution derived from direct observation, but the agreement is not perfect. We find no clear boundary between the Classical and Scattered classes either in their orbital inclinations with respect to the KBP or in their power-law indices in their respective magnitude distributions. This leaves open the possibility that common processes have shaped the distribution of orbital parameters for the two classes.
INTRODUCTION
The Kuiper belt is a large population of icy bodies that orbit the Sun beyond Neptune and is thought to have originated from a primordial disk in which the Sun and planets formed ( Edgeworth 1949; Kuiper 1951; Joss 1973; Fernández 1980; Duncan et al. 1988; Jewitt & Luu 1993 . The Kuiper belt objects ( KBOs) remaining in nearly circular, low-inclination orbits-so-called classical KBOs-are presumably those that have not been significantly perturbed over the age of the solar system. Perturbation of the primordial belt included resonant capture and scattering of KBOs by an outwardly migrating Neptune ( Malhotra 1995; Gomes 2003b) . Even after its migration ended, Neptune has continued to erode the Kuiper belt by gravitational scattering ( Holman & Wisdom 1993; Duncan et al. 1995; Duncan & Levison 1997) , sending objects inward to become ''Centaurs'' or outward to become ''scattered disk objects,'' or removing them from the solar system. Collisions among the KBOs have also sculpted the belt, influencing their size distribution (Kenyon & Luu 1998 and possibly forming binaries ( Weidenschilling 2002) . Mutual gravitational interactions may also form binaries (Goldreich et al. 2002 ; see also Sheppard & Jewitt 2004) .
Insight into the dynamical processes-at work both in the past and today-can be gained through surveys of the Kuiper belt, which can establish the populations of dynamical classes and facilitate physical studies of the bodies within these classes. The most recently published survey is the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) survey of Bernstein et al. (2004) , who also include the results of six earlier efforts (Chiang & Brown 1999; Trujillo et al. 2001; Gladman et al. 2001; Larsen et al. 2001; Allen et al. 2002; Trujillo & Brown 2003) .
Here we present results of the Deep Ecliptic Survey ( DES; Millis et al. 2002, hereafter Paper I ) . The survey employs the wide-field Mosaic cameras ( Muller et al. 1998 ) on the 4 m Mayall and Blanco Telescopes to image the ecliptic in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Granted formal survey status from 2001 to 2005 by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory ( NOAO), the DES is designed to discover and determine the orbits of hundreds of Kuiper belt objects to understand how dynamical phase space is filled in the outermost solar system. Important niches in this phase space are now known to be inhabited by virtue of DES data. Numerous mean motion resonances established by Neptune-not only the 3: 2, but also the 4: 3, 7:4, 2:1, and 5: 2 resonances-are occupied by KBOs having large orbital eccentricities and inclinations (Chiang et al. 2003a (Chiang et al. , 2003b . Their existence testifies to Neptune's having migrated outward within its parent circumstellar disk (Malhotra 1995; Hahn & Malhotra 1999; Chiang & Jordan 2002) . The first Neptunian Trojan was discovered by the DES collaboration; it is one of probably dozens of similarly sized Trojan librators whose total mass rivals, if not exceeds, that of the Jovian Trojans (Chiang et al. 2003a ). Paper I also reported the first (2000 CR 105 ) of what is becoming a class of distant-perihelion objects, whose large eccentricities and inclinations are not easily understood by appealing to gravitational scatterings off the giant planets in their current configurations (Gladman et al. 2002; Gomes 2003a Gomes , 2003b .
In this paper, we extend our discussion and analysis of the DES data set to include objects discovered through the end of 2003. We report the addition of 320 KBOs and Centaurs to the sample of 62 designated objects described in Paper I. For analyses that require observational biases to be removed, we work with only the DES-discovered KBOs; in other cases, we can use the entire Minor Planet Center (MPC) database. To accomplish our analytical goals, we set forth a new, physically grounded classification scheme to sharpen the definitions of the traditional dynamical classes: ''Resonant,'' ''Centaur,'' ''Scattered-Near,'' ''Scattered-Extended,'' and ''Classical.'' These classes are capitalized throughout the paper when referring to our rigorous definitions. We then choose subsets of objects from the MPC based on these dynamical classifications to establish the most thorough and precise determinations to date of the plane of the Kuiper belt (Collander-Brown et al. 2003; Brown & Pan 2004 ) and the distribution of orbital inclinations about this plane.
Search and recovery observations are documented in x 2. Our dynamical classification algorithm is described in x 3. A general strategy to remove observational biases from our data is laid out in x 4. Analytical determination of the pole of the Kuiper belt plane is made in x 5. Population distributions with respect to magnitude, orbital latitude, and orbital inclination (suitably debiased) are calculated in xx 6-8. Finally, we discuss our results in x 9 and present our conclusions in x 10. Appendix A describes additional electronic resources supporting our analyses, Appendix B contains equations for integrations in Kuiper belt coordinate space, and Appendix C is a glossary of symbols used throughout the paper.
OBSERVATIONS
In this section, we discuss revisions to our search procedures since Paper I (cutoff date 2000 February) and update the results of our observations through the end of 2003. We also describe our recovery program, which has been implemented on several telescopes. For analyses in this paper we use the DES objects with 1998-2003 designations, based on measurements that appeared in the Lowell Observatory database 11 on 2004 April 15. These data include discoveries of 622 KBOs and Centaurs, of which 382 have been observed on more than one night and consequently have received designations by the MPC. An additional 100,000 measurements of moving objects of other types in the DES data have been reported to the MPC but will not be discussed here.
Search
Through the end of the period covered by this paper, the DES was assigned 88 nights with the Mosaic cameras ( Muller et al. 1998 ) on the Mayall and Blanco 4 m telescopes at Kitt Peak National Observatory ( KPNO) and the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO), respectively. Of the total 873 hours available, 655 hours (75%) were used for observations, with 23% of the time lost to weather and 2% lost to equipment failure. A summary of these observations listed by night appears in Table 1 , which includes (1) sky conditions, (2) dark hours available and the percentage used, (3) the average seeing for all the frames, (4) the average limiting magnitude for the night (denoted bym 2 ), (5) the total solid angle searched, (6) the number of KBOs and Centaurs discovered and, of those, the number given designations by the MPC, and (7) the number of search and recovery fields observed. All observations were made with a VR filter, with the exception of two runs (as noted) when this filter was unavailable. A VR filter provides approximately a factor of 2 increase in throughput relative to that of an R filter, with only a small increase in the sky background, owing to the exclusion of the OH bands above 7000 8 (Jewitt et al. 1996) . Figure 1 summarizes the sky coverage of our search fields, which were selected as described in Paper I. A complete tabulation of the search fields used for the analyses in this paper is contained in Table A3 , the format of which is documented in Appendix A. Our observational strategy has been modified since 2002 February, from attempting two exposures of 11 At http://asteroid.lowell.edu/. a field per run to three: a pair of frames on a single night and the third frame on the preceding or following night. 12 With this strategy, a suspected moving object can be confirmed, and the orbital arc on newly discovered KBOs and Centaurs is extended from $2 hr (on a single night) to $24 hr. This longer arc reduces the error in near-term extrapolated positions by approximately an order of magnitude, keeping objects available to smaller field instruments approximately 10 times longer after discovery than for the single-night search strategy. Also, the frame on the second night allows the MPC to issue a provisional designation, increasing the chances that others will observe the object.
Since the inception of the DES (through the end of 2003), we have surveyed approximately 12% of the solid angle within 6 of the ecliptic. This estimate of the coverage is complicated by the longevity of our survey. Consider the extreme case of two adjacent fields observed in the survey: field A and field B. Field A can be reobserved in subsequent lunations as new search area. This field must therefore be counted twice even though it is physically the same section of sky, because new KBOs will have moved into the field during the intervening time interval. Field B can also be observed as new search area. However, if field B is ''downstream'' (in the direction of KBO motion) from field A, some potential KBO orbits that fell within field A will also fall within field B at the time of observation. Thus, some KBOs in field A may later be found (or not found ) in field B. Field B does not truly represent 100% new sky coverage.
This problem is greatest when the observations are separated by only one lunation: in this case, the greatest number of KBO orbits from field A fall within field B one month later. As the fields are further separated in sky location or in time, the fraction of all field B potential KBO orbits that also fell within field A decreases. From detailed examination of our typical observing cadence from month to month and year to year (shown in Table 1 ), we find that the amount of sky area affected by this ''downstream'' problem is no more than a few percent of the total survey. The precise magnitude of the ''downstream'' sky coverage area problem would have to be calculated through Monte Carlo modeling of KBO orbits and survey procedures, work that we have not done. We are confident, however, that the magnitude of this uncertainty is small compared with other sources of error (x 9.6); hence, we ignore the ''downstream'' problem for the remainder of the analyses presented here.
Reduction of Mosaic Observv ations

Identification of Candidate KBOs
As described in Paper I , moving objects are identified both with software and direct inspection. The first pass on a pair of Note.-All observations made in a VR filter (see Table 3 for specifications) unless otherwise noted. a Weather key: (1) photometric; (2) clear; (3) thin cirrus; (4) variable clouds; (5) clouds /overcast; (6) iced shut. b Objects include KBOs and Centaurs. c Numbers in parentheses followed by ''s'' or ''L'' indicate additional unpaired frames (or frames paired on multiple nights) and prograde search fields acquired, respectively. We note that no KBOs were found in the prograde search fields.
d Observations made using Nearly-Mould I filter (center wavelength 8220 8, passband FWHM 1930 8).
e Observations made using Sloan r 0 filter (see Table 3 for specifications). The VR filter was used during the first night of this run, but it was unavailable for the other three nights.
f Information missing because of disk crash. in right ascension is due to the difficulty in searching high-density star fields near the Galactic center. Some fields have been observed in two or more lunations.
frames on a field is with automatic detection software, which has been modified over the lifetime of the DES but has had only a 20% success rate overall. 13 The first pass by the automatic detection software is followed by a sequence of two human inspections, each by a different person. Finally, a single individual carefully examines all putative discoveries of KBOs and Centaurs, and then he or she applies a consistent set of criteria to ensure that each paired set of images is a real moving object. The criteria used for this final examination are that (1) both images are evident in more than 1 pixel, (2) the rate and direction of inferred motion of the object is appropriate for that of a KBO or Centaur in the section of sky being searched, (3) the magnitude of the object remains consistent in the two frames, (4) neither image appears elongated (indicative of a fastmoving object that has been erroneously paired ), and (5) the object appears on the third frame (if three exposures were recorded ), at the position extrapolated from the positions on the original pair. Objects that pass this ''final exam'' are submitted to the MPC.
Magg nitudes
The magnitudes assigned to DES objects are based on photometric reductions with respect to the red magnitudes in the USNO-A2.0 catalog, irrespective of the filter used for the Mosaic observations. After 2003 October 1, we switched to using the USNO-B1.0 catalog. DES magnitudes have been reported as ''R'' magnitudes to the MPC. As discussed in Paper I , individual discrepancies for the A2.0 and B1.0 catalog stars can be as large as 0.5 mag, but typical rms differences for all stars used in the reduction of a single Mosaic element are $0.1-0.2 mag for declinations north of À5 to À10 and $0.2-0.3 mag for more southern declinations. Better photometric accuracy should be possible, and a photometric calibration effort is in progress (as described in x 9.6.1).
Recovv ery
Of the putative KBOs and Centaurs submitted to the MPC, some have been observed on two or more nights (eligible for designation), while others need an additional observation for designation. Both types of objects need further observations to firmly establish their orbits. Our current objective is to obtain observations over three apparitions: two lunations in the discovery apparition, two lunations in the next apparition, and a further observation in the second apparition following the discovery ( Buie et al. 2003) . To achieve this, we have established a concerted recovery program with the following telescopes: the University of Hawaii 2.2 m ( UH 2.2 m) at Mauna Kea, the Magellan 6.5 m ( Baade and Clay) at Las Campanas, the Shane 3 m at Lick, and the Perkins 1.8 m at Lowell. Even with these efforts-and occasional recoveries with other telescopes, such as WIYN, the Steward 90 inch (2.3 m), and MDM-we have found it necessary to devote a significant amount of Mosaic time to recoveries. These recoveries at later apparitions are timed (if possible) to be near opposition so that a recovery field can also be used as a distinct search field. Table 2 details the instruments and recovery efforts for each telescope. Details for the filters used for the discoveries and recoveries can be found in Table 3 .
We use the Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) method for calculating the initial orbits of our objects, since this approach yields error estimates for the orbital parameters (see Virtanen et al. 2003 and Paper I for a comparison with other approaches). These uncertainties guide our decision of which telescope and instrument combination should be employed for the recovery observations. Depending on the quality of the night, moonlight, telescope, and instrument, objects are selected based on their magnitudes and positional error ellipses. In general we use half the field of view of the instrument to define the cutoff for objects targeted (at the 1-2 level for their positional error). Objects are followed until their orbits are accurate enough for our purpose, that is, dynamical classification-although even greater accuracy is required for other goals, for example, occultation predictions . The positions and magnitudes, reported as R-filter observations, are submitted to the MPC. Of the 16,000 (nondiscovery) measurements of KBOs in the MPC database, the DES has contributed about 3000 (prior to 2004 April 12). The recovery magnitudes are based on reductions with the USNO-A2.0 and -B1.0 catalogs. For the Raymond and Beverly Sackler Magellan Instant Camera (MagIC) on Magellan, which has only a 2A4 field, sometimes the reported magnitudes are based on that of a single catalog star, resulting in typical errors between 0.1 and 0.3 mag.
Once orbits have been established, further recoveries are possible with ''directed searches'' of the archived data. In one recovery effort of this type with the Mosaic data, positional calculations showed 160 DES archive fields ( pairs of frames) on which objects should be present but had not been reported in our initial search of the field. Of these, 66 objects were successfully recovered (or ''precovered''). Fourteen of these should have been discovered in the original pass. The remaining 52 required directed information about where to look in the image to find the object: 40 were missed because the object was close to the magnitude limit of the field, and 12 were missed as a result of interference by a bright star or main-belt asteroid. The positions of the recovered objects were submitted to the MPC. Such searches can be repeated as improved orbits become available.
Undesigg nated Objects
As mentioned earlier, not all our discoveries of KBOs and Centaurs have received MPC provisional designations, because they were never observed on a second night, as a consequence of poor weather or inadequate access to appropriate telescopes. This problem was mitigated after adopting our two-night search strategy (x 2.1). The undesignated objects cannot be ignored, however, since ignoring them for certain analyses-such as the magnitude and latitude distributions-would introduce a large ''nonrecovery'' bias. After all, the undesignated objects passed the ''final exam'' criteria discussed in x 2.2.1 (except for recovery on a second night) and became lost because of the vagaries of the recovery process. Discovery information that is essential for the analyses carried out in this paper is recorded in Table A4 (see Appendix A). The set of undesignated objects discovered in valid search fields by the DES is listed as sample 1.1 in Table 4 . This table summarizes each sample of objects used in this paper; the remaining samples in Table 4 (denoted by ''sample n. . .'') will be discussed as they are needed.
In order to understand the undesignated objects as a group, we have compared some properties of the undesignated objects with those of the designated objects (sample 1.2) in Figure 2 . For each of the three panels in Figure 2 , the total number of Centaurs and KBOs discovered by the DES in each bin is 13 One reason for the low success rate of the automatic detection software is its operation on only a pair of frames-rather than the three-to five-frame sequence used by other surveys (e.g., Trujillo et al. 2001; Stokes et al. 2002) . represented by the sum of the open, gray, and black areas. The undesignated objects are represented by the open areas of the histogram, and the designated objects are represented by the sum of the black (dynamically classified, sample 1.2.1; see x 2.5) and gray (unclassified, sample 1.2.2) areas. For the purpose of the present discussion, we note that the errors in the orbital parameters are smaller for designated objects than for undesignated objects and smaller for dynamically classified objects than for unclassified objects. We also note that a significant number of designated objects are lost to present observational programs, since their positional errors have become too large for easy recovery with current instruments-although these should eventually be recovered in more extensive surveys. The short open, gray, and black bars at the top of each panel represent the mean of the undesignated, unclassified, and dynamically classified samples, respectively. The width of each bar is two standard deviations of the sample mean. Figure 2a shows the differential magnitude distribution in 0.5 mag intervals. It is not surprising to note that undesignated objects have the faintest mean magnitude, since the recovery of fainter objects requires larger telescopes or better observing conditions. Figure 2b compares the three populations with respect to heliocentric discovery distance, and Figure 2c compares the three groups with respect to inclination. Each of these panels shows a trend, as the accuracy of the orbit improves. Taken as a group, the undesignated objects have smaller mean distances, which is likely a manifestation of a recovery bias against faster moving objects. The undesignated objects also show significantly larger derived inclinations. This is a result of the much larger inclination errors of the undesignated objects, which-coupled with the fact that inclinations are defined to always be positive-bias their mean to larger values.
KBO Binaries
It is noteworthy that of the 13 currently known KBO binaries, seven systems were originally detected as KBOs by the DES, including the first binary to be identified after Pluto, 1998 WW 31 . Only the comparatively wide pair 2003 UN 284 , however, was recognized to be binary during the initial scrutiny of the DES frames ( Millis 2003) , because of the poorer resolution of the Mosaic data compared with some of the other instruments used for recovery and other follow-up observations. The binary natures of 2001 QT 297 and 2003 QY 90 ( Elliot 2001a ( Elliot , 2001b Osip et al. 2003) were noted in recovery observations by DES team members at Magellan (x 2.3), and 2000 CF 105 , 2000 CQ 114 , and 2001 QC 298 were found to be binary with HST ( Noll et al. 2002a ( Noll et al. , 2002b Noll 2003) . Targeting these objects for HST would not have been possible without the recovery observations needed to establish high-quality orbits.
DYNAMICAL CLASSIFICATION
Traditionally, orbits of KBOs have been classified by noting their locations in the space of osculating eccentricity versus osculating semimajor axis. For example, ''Plutinos'' tend to lie on a line that is centered at semimajor axis a % 39.4 AU and extends from eccentricity e % 0.1 to e % 0.3. ''Classical'' KBOs do not lie in the vicinity of any low-order resonance and are considered to have small eccentricities, e 0:2. ''Scattered'' KBOs are nonresonant KBOs with substantial eccentricities, e > 0:2.
Presently, no community-wide agreement exists as to precisely where these taxonomic boundaries should be drawn. Resonant widths as computed by Malhotra (1996) are commonly overlaid on an a-e plot to help judge whether an object inhabits a resonance, but these widths are approximate; they are computed with the restricted, circular, planar three-body model for the Sun-Neptune-KBO system, their resolution in eccentricity is crude, and most importantly, they do not account for the influence of the other orbital elements on resonance membership. The distinction between ''classical'' and ''scattered'' is, in our view, particularly murky, and since the former class might be thought to imply dynamical or chemical primitiveness, adoption of a particular labeling scheme can involve more than just semantics.
Here we set forth a new, simple, and quantitatively precise orbit classification procedure. The scheme is physically grounded and, while relatively free of biases, still reflects some of the current thinking about the different origins of various subpopulations. It has the added advantage of accounting for observational uncertainties in the fitted orbits. Some results from our procedure have been reported in Chiang et al. (2003a Chiang et al. ( , 2003b and Buie et al. (2003) .
Our basic method is to integrate forward the trajectory of each object in the gravitational fields of the Sun and the four giant planets. By examining the object's long-term dynamical behavior, we place the object into one (and only one) of the five orbit classes described below. We list these classes in the order in which they should be tested for membership. All computations described in this section are performed in a heliocentric, J2000 coordinate system, and we perform this analysis for all KBOs and Centaurs in the MPC database (sample 2).
Resonant KBOs
''Resonant'' KBOs are those objects for which one or more resonant arguments librate, that is, undergo bounded oscillations with time. Mean motion resonances ( MMRs) established by Neptune are characterized by resonant arguments (angles) of the form ¼ pk À qk N À m$ À n À r$ N À s N , where k , $, and are the mean longitude, longitude of perihelion, and longitude of the ascending node of the KBO, k N , $ N , and N are those same angles for Neptune, and p, q, m, n, r, and s are integers. By rotational invariance, p À q À m À n À r À s ¼ 0. The strength of a particular resonance, that is, a measure of the depth of its potential well, is proportional to e jmj e jrj N (sin i) jnj (sin i N ) jsj , where e and i are respectively the orbital eccentricity and inclination and e N and i N are the eccentricity and inclination of Neptune's orbit. The order of a resonance equals |p À q|; high-order resonances are weaker than low-order resonances. In our current implementation, 107 different arguments are tested for libration; our chosen values for { p, q, m, n, r} are listed in Table 5 . We set s ¼ 0 to neglect resonances whose strengths depend on the orbital inclination of Neptune; this decision has been made partly out of convenience, (Table 5) with Neptune x 5.4, Table 13 Determination of KBP a These samples represent DES objects discovered in valid search fields and do not include designations of 22 serendipitous discoveries in recovery fields, which bring the total number of undesignated objects to 239 and designated objects to 383 (with the subsets of classified and unclassified being 196 and 187, respectively).
b The object sample used by Brown & Pan (2004 
Nonresonant KBOs
An object for which all 107 arguments circulate (run the full gamut between 0 and 2) is deemed ''nonresonant.'' We distinguish the following four classes of nonresonant objects.
3.2.1. Centaurs ''Centaurs'' are nonresonant objects whose osculating perihelia are less than the osculating semimajor axis of Neptune at any time during the integration. This definition is intended to be synonymous with ''planet-crossing'' and to suggest dynamically short lives-it is close to the common definition of a Centaur to be ''an object that orbits the Sun between Jupiter and Neptune. '' See Tiscareno & Malhotra (2003) for a detailed discussion of the dynamics of Centaurs.
Scattered-Near
''Scattered-Near'' KBOs are nonresonant, non-planet-crossing objects characterized by time-averaged Tisserand parameters less than 3, relative to Neptune. We evaluate the instantaneous Tisserand parameter, T, as
where e and a refer to the osculating elements of the KBO, a N is the osculating semimajor axis of Neptune, and i kN is the osculating mutual inclination between the orbit of the KBO and that of Neptune. In deciding whether an object is a ScatteredNear KBO, we employ the value of T time-averaged over the duration of the integration. In the restricted, circular, three-body problem-an approximation to the Sun-Neptune-KBO systeman object whose nearly conserved Tisserand parameter is less than 3 and whose semimajor axis is greater than Neptune's can possess a perihelion inside Neptune's orbit, that is, be planetcrossing. This is a statement of principle, not necessarily one of practice. One could attribute, in principle, dynamically hot orbits of Scattered-Near KBOs to previous close encounters with Neptune, with the latter body in its current orbit. Whether such an explanation works in practice for any given ScatteredNear KBO depends on whether, after the putative scattering event, the perihelion of the object could have been raised to avoid further encounters. )-whose large eccentricities and distant perihelia are difficult to understand if we appeal only to the planets in their present configuration (Gladman et al. 2002) . The dividing line we draw in eccentricity is arbitrary. A simple, 
the open areas of the histogram represent those objects without provisional designations, (2) the gray areas represent those objects with provisional designations but which are not yet dynamically classified, and (3) the black areas represent objects with secure dynamical classifications. The goal of the DES is to have a total of 500 objects with secure dynamical classifications (the total black area in each of the three panels; we currently have 189). The three short bars at the top of each panel indicate the mean and AE1 confidence limits for the three different sets of objects. Taken as a group, we see that the undesignated objects are systematically fainter, lie at smaller heliocentric distances, and have a systematic bias for larger inclination solutions. The differences in mean magnitude and heliocentric distance can be attributed to the increasing difficulty for recovery of fainter objects and faster moving objects, while the much higher mean inclination can be attributed to the systematic bias toward larger inclinations for objects with short observational arcs (i.e., 2-24 hr). The six undesignated objects in (a) that have magnitudes 19.5 or brighter were moving at rates ranging between 5B3 and 13B3 hr À1 at the time of discovery, indicating that these objects are either Centaurs or KBOs in highly eccentric orbits (near perihelion). This faster than average motion, possibly unusual orbits, and the limitations of our recovery program contributed to the loss of these objects. See x 2.4. physically meaningful test would be preferred but remains elusive. Our current choice serves to cull out the more obvious objects in this category but leaves the nature of objects near the dividing line for future study. Orbital inclination may be useful as well in identifying Scattered-Extended objects.
Classical
''Classical'' KBOs have mean Tisserand parameters greater than 3 and time-averaged eccentricities less than 0.2. Their relatively cold orbits are assumed not to have been significantly altered by Neptune in its current orbit. The comments above regarding the arbitrariness of our defining line in eccentricity apply for Classical objects as well.
Implementation
Orbit classification is rendered uncertain by errors in the initial positions and velocities of KBOs, that is, uncertainties in the elements of the osculating ellipses fitted to astrometric observations. As in Paper I, we employ methods devised by Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) to estimate these uncertainties. An exhaustive survey of all possible orbits in six-dimensional phase space for each KBO would be too expensive computationally. We proceed instead with a more restrictive algorithm that focuses on the most physically meaningful question of resonance membership. In the six-dimensional space of possible orbits for each object, we select three orbits to classify. The first (''solution 1'') is the nominal best-fit orbit. The second orbit (''solution 2'') lies on the 3 confidence surface in six-dimensional phase space and has a semimajor axis that is maximally greater than the nominal best-fit semimajor axis. The third orbit (''solution 3'') also lies on the 3 confidence surface, but it is characterized by a semimajor axis that is maximally less than the nominal best-fit value. We favor exploring the widest excursion in semimajor axis because that is the parameter that most influences resonance membership. Another important parameter is eccentricity; however, as will be seen shortly, the uncertainty in eccentricity is often strongly correlated with the uncertainty in the semimajor axis. Thus, probing the greatest variation in the semimajor axis typically implies exploring the greatest variation in eccentricity.
We identify orbital solutions 2 and 3 as follows: For each object, we solve numerically for the eigenvectors, e i 0 , and eigenvalues, k i 0 , of the 6 ; 6 covariance matrix, jk . The covariance matrix is calculated using the formalism of Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) ; here j and k refer to any one of the six Cartesian phase-space coordinates, {x, y, z,ẋ,ẏ,ż}. A random linear combination of these eigenvectors,
By construction, this vector lies on the N confidence surface. In our present implementation, we fix N ¼ 3. We generate a random sampling of 1000 such vectors, add each vector to the nominal best-fit orbital solution, and transform the Cartesian elements of each resultant orbit to Keplerian elements. The two orbits having semimajor axes that differ most from the nominal best-fit semimajor axis in positive and negative senses are selected for integration and classification. Figure 3 displays, for two sample objects, the 3 confidence surface projected onto the a-e plane. The parameters a and e are positively correlated, reflecting the relatively certain value of the object's instantaneous heliocentric distance. Orbital solutions 2 and 3 are indicated in each panel; orbital solution 1 lies at the center of each panel. Of course, values for the four other orbital elements also differ from solution to solution, since all the elements are correlated to varying degrees.
We numerically integrate our triad of initial conditions for each KBO designated by the MPC, using the astrometric database maintained at Lowell Observatory. We employ the regularized, mixed-variable symplectic integrator RMVS3, developed by Levison & Duncan (1994) and based on the N-body map of Wisdom & Holman (1991) . We include the influence of the four giant planets, treat each KBO as a massless test particle, and integrate trajectories forward for 10 Myr using a time step of 50 days, starting at Julian Date 2,451,545.0 (2000 January 1, 1200 UT ). Any duration of integration longer than the resonant libration period, $0.01 Myr, would be adequate to test for membership in MMRs. However, we have found by numerical experiment that adopting durations less than $1 Myr yields membership in a host-often more than fiveof weak MMRs for a given object. Upon integrating for longer durations, many objects escape most of these high-order resonances. Since we are interested in long-term, presumably primordial residents of resonances, we integrate for as long as is computationally practical, that is, 10 Myr. In cases of particular interest-for example, 2001 QR 322 , the Neptunian Trojan (Chiang et al. 2003a )-we integrate trajectories up to 1000 Myr to test for long-term stability. Note that 10 Myr is sufficient to also test for membership in the Kozai secular resonance, in which the argument of perihelion librates. Figure 4 shows a sampling of the evolution of the resonant argument for four Resonant KBOs.
Initial positions and velocities for all objects, including planets, are computed at Lowell Observatory. The relative energy error over the integration is bounded to less than 10 À7 . The software presently takes 12 hours to classify 100 objects on a single Pentium III 933 MHz processor.
An object is considered to have a ''secure'' orbit classification if all three sets of initial conditions yield the same classification and if the difference between semimajor axes in orbital solutions 2 and 3 is less than 10% of the nominal best-fit semimajor axis. We refer henceforth to the fractional difference in semimajor axes as the ''3 fractional uncertainty.'' Objects for which the nominal position does not yield a classification are considered to be ''unclassified''; the errors in their orbital elements are simply too large.
To test the robustness of our classification scheme, we have further examined the behavior of four objects that our scheme classifies as ''Resonant 2:1 e'' (2000 QL 251 ), ''Classical'' (2001 FO 185 
Classification of DES Objects
For the purposes of this paper, we have placed all designated DES objects of a given dynamical class into a separate table: Resonant, Centaur, Scattered ( Near and Extended ), Classical, and unclassified. We emphasize that the order in which these classes are tested for membership is significant. For example, Resonant KBOs are often planet-crossers but should not be labeled as Centaurs, because the former, unlike the latter, are phase-protected from close encounters with Neptune. The Resonant objects appear in Table 6 (sorted according to increasing semimajor axis). We find objects inhabiting 10 first-order resonances, ranging from zeroth order (1:1) to fourth order (9:5). Next, the Centaurs are listed in Table 7 (sorted by increasing perihelion distance). Following that, we present the ScatteredNear and Scattered-Extended objects in Table 8 (sorted according to increasing values of their mean Tisserand parameter) and the Classical objects in Table 9 (sorted according to increasing inclination relative to the calculated plane of the Kuiper belt, as described in x 5). Typically the instantaneous Tisserand parameter is observed to vary by no more than 0.02 over the duration of our integrations. The boundary between Scattered-Near objects and Classical/Scattered-Extended objects is blurred to this degree. We note that for our analyses we include 19 objects whose nominal position gives a classification but for which solutions 2 and 3 are not in agreement. We consider the nominal classification in this case ''provisional'' and note the affected objects in Tables 6-9 .
Finally, Table 10 gives the unclassified objects (sorted according to decreasing ''arc length,'' which is the time between the first and last reported observations of an object). Unclassified objects with the longest arc lengths may need just one additional observation to allow dynamical classification, while unclassified objects with the shortest arcs-especially those discovered prior to 2003-are ''lost,'' which we define as having a positional error greater than 1000 00 ( half a Mosaic field ). Ultimately, however, when wider field and deeper surveys come on line (e.g., Pan-STARRS [Jewitt 2003 ] and the Discovery Channel Telescope [Sebring et al. 2004] ), most (if not all) of these objects will be rediscovered and linked to their firstepoch observations in the MPC database. Current positional errors for all KBOs and Centaurs given provisional designations by the MPC are computed daily and are available online (see Appendix A).
The number of objects classified into each dynamical category, uncorrected for observational and other biases, are summarized Note.-Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. a Telescope(s) on which the frames used for object designation were taken: (1) in the histogram of Figure 5 . The two bars farthest to the right show the designated, unclassified objects for the DES and all other surveys. For each of these bars, the lower hatched area represents those objects not yet lost-of which the DES has a much larger fraction, because of our extensive recovery program. Figure 6 shows plots of eccentricity ( Fig. 6a ) and inclination ( Fig. 6b ) versus semimajor axis for dynamically classified DES objects, and Figure 7 extends the plots of Figure 6 to larger semimajor axes. Orbital elements plotted in Figures 6 and 7 are osculating, heliocentric, and referenced to the mean ecliptic of J2000.
BIAS REMOVAL
A prime objective of our survey is to infer properties of the general population of KBOs. However, the properties of the objects, taken as a group, are influenced by various biases that make certain objects more likely to be discovered and recovered than others. In this section we discuss these biases, quantifying the effects where possible and describing our procedures for removing those biases that can be quantified. The procedure we describe here applies to establishing unbiased distribution functions without attempting to parameterize or model the distribution.
General Procedure
For a physical or orbital quantity q associated with each KBO (such as its orbital inclination), we want to infer the distribution function, f q (q), that applies to the general population (or a subset of the general population, such as a dynamical class). In this notation, f q (q) represents the fraction of objects per unit of q, so that the integral of f q (q) over all accessible values of q should equal unity. We shall also be interested in unnormalized distribution functions, such as the density of objects versus latitude. To establish these distribution functions for any desired quantity, we must remove the biases introduced by observational selection, data processing, recovery techniques, and other factors.
Generally we follow four steps for establishing the probability distribution for any particular quantity: (1) pick a set of survey nights to be used, (2) for each object discovered on those nights, calculate the relative probability to have found that object in each search field, (3) bin the objects and search fields into a set of intervals for the quantity, and (4) calculate a relative unbiased population fraction for each bin.
Specifically, consider a set of N 0 objects ( a Telescope(s) on which the frames used for object designation were taken: (1) Baade; (2) Blanco; (3) Clay; (4) INT; (5) Mayall; (6) NOT; (7) Perkins; (8) Shane; (9) Steward; (10) UH 2.2 m; (11) WIYN.
b Minor Planet Electronic Circular in which the object was designated. c Given a provisional designation from the MPC but an MPEC was never issued.
object has associated with it a value q j for the quantity of interest, and we want to determine the unbiased fraction of the population accessible to our survey for a set of N q bins (n ¼ 1, . . . , N q ) that we have chosen for q. We define j, k to be a quantity proportional to the probability that an object with a value q j would have been detected in the k th search field, and we define the object likelihood factor, j -which is proportional to the probability that the jth object would have been detected in any of the search fields-to be the sum of the j, k over all search fields:
The next step is to assign each object to one of the N q bins for the quantity of interest. We define Z n as a quantity that is proportional to the probability of finding an object in the nth bin, which contains N n objects. Values for the likelihood factor Z n can be determined in several ways. First, one could assume that the density of objects per interval of q is constant over the bin and then solve for Z n analytically or numerically. When one is not concerned about the distribution function varying within a bin and has good a priori knowledge of the likelihood factors, this would be the most robust method. Or, one could simply average j for the detected objects in the bin. This approach would be preferred if the object likelihood factors were likely to contain significant errors in a parameter affecting the likelihood, as is the case for objects near the detection limit. We define an index j 0 for the objects in the nth bin and write an equation for Z n as follows:
for cases when the likelihood factor might be changing over the bin. When we have good a priori knowledge of the likelihood factor (as for the inclination distribution), the most accurate approach is to set the reciprocal of Z n equal to the average of the reciprocals of the object likelihood factors, j , for all objects in the nth bin: , with the black areas corresponding to designated DES objects and the gray areas corresponding to designated MPC objects that are not DES objects (''MnD''). The two bars at the far right correspond to designated objects that are not yet dynamically classified in the DES and MnD categories. The hatched segments of these bars correspond to objects that are not yet ''lost,'' and the clear segments correspond to ''lost'' objects. We define an object to be ''lost'' if the error in its position exceeds 1000 00 (approximately half the width of a Mosaic field). By definition, an object is securely classified if the fractional uncertainty (3 ) in its initial semimajor axis is less than 10%, and if initial orbital solutions 1, 2, and 3 yield identical classifications ( based on a 10 Myr integration). The results will be the most accurate if one can choose bins with significant numbers of objects and with the differences among the j for objects within the bin not showing great disparity. This ideal may not always be attainable in practice.
If f q, n is the unbiased fraction of the population per unit interval for q (for which the observed objects are a sample) for the nth bin, is a constant of proportionality, and Áq n is the width of the nth bin, then, on average, these quantities are related by the equation
Noting that the sum of f q, n Áq n over all N q bins must equal unity, we solve equation (5) for f q, n Áq n , sum over all bins, and then solve the resulting equation for :
With this knowledge, we can now solve equation (5) for f q,n , which we write with i 0 as a dummy summation index in place of n:
Next, we write an equation for the error in f q, n , which we denote by ( f q, n ), based on the standard deviation for a binomial distribution for N 0 independent trials with a probability of success of f q, n Áq n for each trial:
Finally, we write an equation for the fractional error in f q, n , which we see is approximately the reciprocal of the square root of the number of objects in the nth bin:
Hence a sample of 100 objects equally divided into 10 bins would have fractional errors of about AE30% on the empirical distribution function. This concludes our general approach for removing observational biases when determining an empirical distribution function, f q, n (q), with the biases encapsulated in the relative probabilities, j, k , that appear in equation (2).
QuantifyinggBias Effects
In Table 11 we list the factors that may have introduced biases into the samples of objects given in Table 4 . We divide these biases into several categories; we list separately those biases that are inherent to (1) properties of the search fields, (2) characteristics of the observations, (3) characteristics of the objects, (4) data reduction techniques, and (5) characteristics of Open symbols represent objects discovered by the DES, with the diamonds corresponding to Scattered ( Near and Extended) objects and the triangles to Centaurs. The crosses represent objects not discovered by the DES. In (a), each solid line corresponds to a constant perihelion distance. Orbital elements refer to osculating, heliocentric orbits for the mean ecliptic and epoch of J2000. recovery observations. The biases that have been quantified for the analyses carried out in this paper are noted in Table 11 . Details of how we quantify the effects of these biases will be discussed as needed in later sections.
PLANE OF THE KUIPER BELT
A natural reference system for KBO orbits is the mean orbit plane of the Kuiper belt itself, henceforth referred to as the KBP. Observationally, one might define the average plane for a given set of KBOs to be the plane of symmetry of their positions. However, the positions of the cataloged KBOs are not far from their discovery positions, which are biased by the locations of the search fields used in KBO surveys. Brown & Pan (2004) noted that even though the average of the KBO discovery positions is biased, the directions of the KBO velocities can be used to determine the KBP: the average of the KBO skyplane velocities observed in any patch of sky should be parallel to the KBP. Brown & Pan then proceeded to find the KBP by establishing the plane of symmetry for the directions of the sky-plane velocities at the time of discovery for all the 728 KBOs listed by the MPC on 2003 June 1 (two have since been linked to other objects in the list). In this section we adopt the same basic approach of the velocity symmetry used by Brown & Pan, and we explore five methods for implementing this approach. We also explore solutions for the different subsets of the sample of designated KBOs currently available (Table 4) . Figure 8a shows the heliocentric ecliptic coordinates (on 2004 April 15) of the 872 KBOs (sample 2.2) used in our analysis, and Figure 8b shows the direction of their velocity vectors, again in ecliptic coordinates (all ecliptic coordinates discussed in this section are heliocentric). To establish the KBP from these velocities, we must determine the plane in the sky about which the velocity directions are symmetric.
Methods for Determininggthe KBP
We can write the ecliptic latitude, 0 , as a function of ecliptic longitude, k, for a plane that has an inclination, i, and ascending node, , with respect to the plane of the ecliptic:
For small inclinations this can be approximated by
Our task is to determine the parameters i and for the KBP from the direction of the KBO velocity vectors, and we describe five methods that we have used to achieve this goal. Our first method-that used by Brown & Pan (2004) establishes the values for i and that minimize the sum of the absolute values of the deviation of all the data in Figure 8b from the curve described by equation (11). Brown & Pan prefer this approach over least squares because an underlying assumption of the least-squares method is that the deviations of the data from the model follow a Gaussian distribution-which is not the case for the velocity directions. As can be seen in Figure 8b , although these data cluster near the ecliptic, they have too many outliers to be faithfully described by a Gaussian. This can be seen more clearly by collapsing the points in Figure 8b into the distribution with ecliptic latitude, as shown in Figure 9a . The distribution is strongly peaked on the equator and drops with increasing distance from the central peak-but the tails of the distribution are more suggestive of a power law than a Gaussian. Hence a least-squares fit of equation (11), our second method, does not seem a priori to be the optimum method to establish the KBP, but we include it as a benchmark.
Our third method recognizes that velocity directions of the KBOs are distributed about their average plane as a result of dynamical interactions among themselves and with other bodies. We note that although their average is an unbiased estimate of the average KBP and the velocity of each KBO lies in its (instantaneous) orbit plane, the latitude distribution of the velocity directions does not represent the latitude distribution of KBOs. This is due to the preference for the velocities of KBOs observed in any patch of sky to be parallel to the plane of the Kuiper belt, so that the distribution of velocity directions is biased to those near the KBP. Here we describe the distribution of velocity directions with a function chosen for mathematical convenience.
We simultaneously model the latitude distribution of velocity vectors for the KBOs and the orientation of the KBP relative to the ecliptic (as specified by i and ).We define K , v, FWHM to be the full width at half-maximum of the velocity-direction distribution in Kuiper belt latitude, which we denote by K , and we then define a dimensionless parameter b as a function of the ecliptic latitude :
Also, we define n K , v, 0 to be the sky density of KBO velocity directions on the Kuiper belt equator for the sample of objects is due to the extremely high density of stars near the Galactic center, which is avoided by most current KBO surveys. (b) The directions of the KBO velocity vectors, also in heliocentric ecliptic coordinates.
being considered-the peak of the sample. Having no a priori knowledge of the distribution function for the velocity directions of these bodies about their equatorial plane, we try fitting several different functional forms. The most successful-in that it fits the distribution well with the fewest number of free parameters-is an inverse power series in b, with an adjustable coefficient, c j 0 , for each term. Then the sky density of KBO velocity directions , n v (), is given by
If all the coefficients c j 0 were equal to 1 and the series had an arbitrarily large number of terms, it would be the series for e Àb . For fitting, we use only a small number of terms and shall hereafter refer to this series as a ''truncated exponential'' series (similar to the truncated Gaussian series used by Schechter et al. 1993 for fitting point-spread functions to astronomical images). In practice we use K,v,FWHM as a fitted parameter, which fixes the value of the coefficient c 1 to be
In summary, the fitted parameters of our model are i, , n K , v,0 , K,v, FWHM , and an appropriate number of coefficients c j 0 ( j 0 ! 2). The velocity directions for the sample of KBOs being considered are divided into bins of ecliptic latitude and longitude, and the model just described is fitted to the binned data by least squares.
The fourth method we used to determine the KBP is also based on this model, but instead of fitting the model by least squares, we find the set of parameters (i, , n K, v,0 , K, v,FWHM , c j 0 ) that yields the maximum likelihood ( Bevington & Robinson 2003) for the sample of KBOs being considered. The formal error in each parameter is set at the value for which the likelihood has dropped by a factor of e À1=2 from its maximum value, which is equivalent to the formal error in a least-squares fit if the noise were rigorously Gaussian.
The fifth method uses the maximum likelihood technique as well, but we do not bin the velocity directions. Instead we simply compute the likelihood of the ensemble as the product of the likelihoods for each object in the sample. The probability density function used to establish the individual likelihoods is given by
; if min max ; 0; otherwise;
where the interval from min to max represents the range of the ecliptic latitudes of the velocity directions being considered and n v ( ) is given by equation (13).
Implementation
We use all five methods described in the previous section to determine the KBP, and we compare these with the results of Brown & Pan (2004) that are given in the first row of Table 12 . These analyses were based on a sample of 726 objects (sample 2.1.1), which is identical to the 728-object sample (sample 2.1) used by Brown & Pan, except for two objects that were subsequently linked to two other objects in their sample. One difference between our work and the Brown & Pan analysis is that they used the sky-plane velocities reported at discovery and here we have used three-dimensional velocities on 2004 April 15, based on orbital elements available on that date. Also, in some cases we have eliminated a few of the objects (as noted by sample 2.1.1.1) with the largest ecliptic latitudes in order to keep the computation times tractable for the analyses with binned data. Details of our implementation for each of the five methods that we used to determine the KBP are described in the following subsections.
Minimize the Sum of the Absolute Values of the Residuals
The parameters of equation (11) were adjusted to minimize the sum of the absolute values of the differences between the Note that the distribution of data in (b) is more sharply peaked than that in (a). The solid line represents an exponential fit to match the peak of the data distribution; the data points in (b) are displayed unconnected in (c) to better show the fit. Note that the tails of the data distribution lie well above the tails of the exponential that matches the peak of the data distribution.
latitudes of the velocity direction in Figure 8b and the model. All 726 unique objects (sample 2.1.1) were used, and the results are listed in the second row of Table 12 , along with the right ascension and declination of the KBP pole derived from the fitted inclination and node.
Least-Squares Fit for the Plane Only
For this method, the model of equation (11) is fitted to the latitudes of the velocity directions in Figure 8b by (nonlinear) least squares, and iterations continue until each parameter changes by less than 0.01 of its formal error. The results are presented in the third row (fit 2) of Table 12 . Significantly lower formal errors can be attained by dropping outliers in successive steps and terminating this process when the formal errors in the parameters begin to increase as a result of the smaller number of points. Interpreting the results of this data-elimination approach is not straightforward, however, and we have therefore not included them in Table 12 .
Least-Squares Fit for the Plane and the Velocity-Direction Distribution Function
Our procedure for simultaneous fitting of the KBP and velocity-direction distribution function in KBP latitude calls for binning the velocity directions into a set of rectangular bins, each measuring 10 of ecliptic longitude by 0N5 of ecliptic latitude. These bins cover all ecliptic longitudes, but the central ecliptic latitudes extend only between AE40
(for a total of 5796 bins). The model value for the number of objects in each bin is calculated as the value for the central longitude, but the model is integrated over the ecliptic latitude, . In the fit, each bin is weighted inversely proportionally to the model value for the number of objects in that bin. The weighting is updated with each least-squares iteration, and iterations continue until the parameters change by less than 0.01 of their formal error.
The results of the binned fits are given as fit 3 in Table 12 . The parameters i, , n K,v,0 , K, v ,FWHM and c 2 are fitted, while c 1 and the coordinates of the pole have been calculated from the fitted parameters.
Maximum Likelihood Fit for the Plane and Velocity-Direction Distribution Function: Binned
We use maximum likelihood analysis in two ways. The first is to apply it to the binned data that we fitted with least squares, as described in the previous section. In the binned method, a grid of parameter values for i, , K , v,FWHM , n K , v, 0 , and c 2 is created, with the central value for each parameter set to the least-squares fit value for each. The grid for each parameter encompassed AE1.5 formal errors from the least-squares fit. We calculate the likelihood for each bin with the binomial distribution, using the total number of objects in the sample, the actual number of objects in the bin, and the mean for the bin given by equation (13) as the parameters for this distribution. The likelihood for each point on the parameter grid is then calculated as the product of the probabilities for the bins. The set of parameter values for the maximum likelihood solution is determined by interpolation of the likelihood grid. The formal error in each parameter is defined as the increment in that parameter required for the likelihood to drop to e À1=2 of the maximum likelihood with the other parameters allowed to vary, such that correlations are accounted for in a manner analogous to least squares. The results of our maximum likelihood fit to the binned data is given as fit 4 in Table 12 .
Maximum Likelihood Fit for the Plane and Velocity-Direction Distribution Function: Unbinned
The second use of the maximum likelihood method is to apply it directly to each object, without binning. For this method we again use a grid of model parameters as described in x 5.2.4, and for each object the likelihood is calculated with the normalized probability function given by equation (15). The product of these is set to be the likelihood for each point on the grid of model parameters; then the model parameters and their formal errors are determined as described in x 5.2.4. Since the number of objects involved is nearly an order of magnitude less than the number of bins, the computation time is considerably less than applying the maximum likelihood method to the binned data. The results are given in the last row (fit 5) of Table 12 , and the distribution function from this fit is plotted as the solid line in Figures 9b and 9c. 
Comparison of Methods
The right ascension and declination for the pole of the KBP for each of the methods (given in the last two columns of Table 12 in J2000 coordinates) are plotted in Figure 10 for visual comparison. Values and error bars are similar for all the approaches that we used, except for the least-squares solution (square), which has much larger formal errors than the others. The orbit poles of Jupiter (J), Saturn (S), Neptune ( N), Uranus (U), the ecliptic ( E), and the invariable plane (I) are also plotted, as is the orbit pole for the Kuiper belt as determined by Brown & Pan (2004) . Surrounding their point is a dashed circle that indicates their 84.1% confidence interval. Except for the fact that our error bars represent the standard 68.3% confidence interval for AE1 for a Gaussian distribution, the Brown & Pan result ( Fig. 10 , plus sign) should be directly comparable to our fit 1 in Table 12 (open triangle), since they are based on virtually the same data and we employed their method. However, the two results differ by about 0N6 in declination. We attribute the difference to the fact that they used sky-plane velocities reported at discovery, while we used velocities based on current orbital elements. We reserve further discussion of this issue for later (x 9.2.1).
The results from the other three methods, which derive the KBP in conjunction with the distribution function of the velocity directions, agree well within their formal errors ( Fig. 10 , filled triangle, diamond, and circle). It was anticipated that the least-squares method (square) would not give the best results because a fundamental assumption for the least-squares method to yield the optimum solution is violated-the scatter of the velocity directions about their mean plane does not follow a Gaussian distribution. We note that minimizing the sum of the absolute values of the deviations would be optimum only if the velocity directions followed an inverse exponential distribution-however, Figure 9 suggests that this is not the case, since the tails of the distribution appear too high to be well described by an exponential.
Since the maximum likelihood fit to the objects themselves (Fig. 10 , filled triangle) avoids any bias due to binning of the data, and the computation time for this method is considerably less, we adopt the maximum likelihood method with individual objects as our standard procedure for the remainder of the analyses in this section.
Results for the Plane of the Kuiper Belt
Having established maximum likelihood on unbinned data as our preferred method, we can now continue with our determination of the KBP. In order to use as large an object pool as possible, we begin with the entire database of provisionally designated KBOs and Centaurs from the MPC (sample 2), as they appeared in the Lowell Observatory database on 2004 April 15. From this we select a sample (sample 2.2) that includes all objects (1) with perihelia greater than 5.5 AU that we do not classify as Centaurs (x 3.2.1), and (2) with solar distance greater than 30.0 AU, if unclassified (x 3.3). From this pool, we select various samples of objects and determine the mean orbit plane for each. Our results are presented in Table 13 . In this table, the first column gives a fit number, and the object samples listed in the second column are cross-referenced to Table 4. In order to limit the objects to those with well-determined orbit planes, we approximate the semimajor axis of the error ellipse for a given object's pole position, p , as the maximum of the standard deviations in the direction of the orbital inclination, i , and node, , as obtained from our orbital solution for each object:
We fit the entire sample of MPC KBOs (fit 1 in Table 13 ) as a benchmark. Then we limit our sample to those with p < 0N5. Note that this criterion reduces the full set of 872 objects to only 565 (fit 2). For the third subset (fit 3) we select Classical objects, and for fit 4 we use only objects in the 3:2 resonances (all those listed in Table 5 ) with Neptune. The subset for fit 5 contains those objects used in fit 3 that have orbit planes inclined less than 5 from the mean orbit plane. After each iteration for an orbit-plane solution, the subset of objects with inclinations i K less than 5 is redetermined, and the new subset is used in the next iteration for the orbit plane. For subsets with fewer than 500 objects, we find that the model given by equation (13) tends to have local likelihood maxima because of its ability to generate strong cusps at and near the KBP. For these cases we use a Lorentz function:
The plane to which orbital elements are referred for distribution analyses is that derived from the Classical objects with low pole errors, fit 5. Poles for the KBP derived from each of these solutions are plotted in Figure 11 . We plot the same comparison points as in Figure 10 . The mean pole determined from MPC KBOs (fit 1 in Table 13 ) is represented by the open triangle, that for all MPC KBOs with pole errors less than 0N5 (fit 2) by the square, and that for all MPC Classical KBOs (fit 3) by the filled triangle. These three pole positions are similar. Table 12 are plotted in J2000 coordinates. The poles of the ecliptic ( E) and invariable ( I ) planes are also indicated, as are the orbit poles of Jupiter (J ), Saturn (S), Uranus ( U ), and Neptune ( N ). We note a cluster of results, just to the lower left of the invariable pole, that includes the three methods that fit both the pole and the distribution of objects about the KBP. These include fits 3-5 in Table 12 . Just to the left to this cluster is the open triangle for the method that used the minimum absolute value of the residuals (''MAVR''; fit 1 in Table 12 ). Since both methods used virtually the same object sample, our MAVR result should agree with the pole position for the KBP derived by Brown & Pan (2004; plus sign) , tabulated as fit 0 in Table 12 . This position is surrounded by a dashed circle that represents their 84.1% confidence limit. We attribute the difference between our result and that derived by Brown & Pan to the fact that they used the object discovery velocities, which would be expected to have larger errors than velocities based on more accurate orbital elements (see x 9.2.1). As expected, the one-dimensional least-squares result (''LS 1D''; square) has much larger errors than the other methods. Of the three most precise methods, we have adopted the maximum likelihood unbinned method (''ML 2DU''), since it is the most computationally efficient.
Our solution for the MPC Classical KBOs is also plotted in Figure 12 ( filled triangle), along with a line that shows the position of the normal to the Laplacian surface (as a function of semimajor axis) for massless particles in orbits of low eccentricity and inclination, according to the dynamical theory of Brouwer & van Woerkom (1950, hereafter BvW) . For a modern transcription of this theory, see chapter 7 of Murray & Dermott (1999) , but note that subscripts i and j in the captions for their Tables 7.2 and 7.3 should be switched; see Chiang (2002) for more information. The BvW theory is a purely secular theory for the motions of the planets in our solar system that is valid to second order in the eccentricities and inclinations of their orbits. It also accounts for the near 5:2 commensurability between the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn.
All the pole positions that we have derived appear to be more consistent with the pole of the invariable plane than the BvW model. As can be seen in Table 13 , the mean semimajor axis for the sample of objects used in fit 3 is 43.88 AU, from which the fitted pole ( Fig. 12 , filled triangle) differs by 2.2 from the BvW model. Taken at face value for Gaussian errors, the probability is $0.03 that the measured pole would differ by this much or more from the BvW pole. Thus, our position for the pole suggests that the BvW model does not correctly describe the situation. The pole determined for the more restricted set of objects used in fit 5 is virtually identical to that in fit 3, which demonstrates the robustness of the result. We choose fit 5 as our adopted solution, since it has the lowest standard error of the fits in Table 13 .
To explore the applicability of the BvW model further, we looked for the trend of pole position with semimajor axis as the BvW model predicts. To achieve the greatest statistical accuracy for the comparison, we divided our sample from fit 5 into two equal subsets. The results for finding the KBP determined by these two subsets are given as fits 6 and 7 in Table 13 and plotted in Figure 12 . The errors on these two pole positions are larger, as a result of the smaller number of objects in each sample. The sample used in fit 6 has a mean semimajor axis of 44.97 AU, and the sample used in fit 7 has a mean semimajor axis of 42.65 AU. No trend in the positions of the two poles in the direction predicted by the BvW model is evident. Although the result of fit 6 (diamond ) lies only 0.3 from the BvW position, the result of fit 7 (open triangle) lies 2.7 from the position predicted by the BvW model. The formal probability of the BvW model's correctly describing the pole for the objects used in fit 7 is only $0.01.
PROVISIONAL MAGNITUDE DISTRIBUTION
Having established a general procedure for removing biases connected with the objects and search fields, we now proceed to use this method for deriving the magnitude distribution. Derivation of this distribution requires only that we write equations Table 13 are plotted in J2000 coordinates. The poles of the ecliptic (E) and invariable (I) planes are also indicated, as are the orbit poles of Jupiter (J), Saturn (S), Uranus (U), and Neptune ( N ). The open triangle corresponds to all MPC KBOs (sample 2.2), the square to all MPC KBOs with pole errors less than 0N5 (sample 2.2.1), and the filled triangle to all MPC KBOs with pole errors less than 0N5 that have been dynamically classified as Classical (according to the classification procedure discussed in x 3.2.4; sample 2.2.1.1). All three object samples give similar results, which lie near the invariable plane. For reference, the plus sign surrounded by an 84.1% confidence dashed circle is the pole position for the KBP derived by Brown & Pan (2004) .
for the likelihoods, j, k , needed to evaluate equation (2); the other steps follow the general procedure described in x 4.1. The magnitude distribution established here will be ''provisional,'' so termed because we expect to have an improved photometric calibration of our data in the future (as described in xx 2.2.2 and 9.6.1).
Assumptions
We consider an ideal case for which the sky is surveyed within a certain wavelength band, for which we define a magnitude system and denote the magnitudes by m. We select a survey data set of N 0 objects ( j ¼ 1, . . . , N 0 ) discovered in a set of N F search fields (k ¼ 1, . . . , N F ). These objects are assumed to be homogenous in their latitude and magnitude distributions. We make further assumptions about the objects in this set: (1) the albedo of a body does not depend on its size, (2) all bodies have the same color, and (3) their distribution in orbital longitude is uniform. For this homogeneous set we define the distribution function in magnitude and latitude (relative to the mean KBP, as determined in x 5) to be AE(m, K ), such that AE(m, K )dm is the average number of objects (at opposition) observed per square degree at KBP latitude K , within a magnitude range dm.
From our assumptions it follows that we can write AE(m, K ) as a product of two functions: (1) a surface-density function, AE(m, 0), which is the number of bodies in the mean orbit plane, per unit magnitude interval, per square degree, and (2) a relative surface-density function lat ( K ), which is the relative surface density of objects as a function of latitude, normalized to unity at K ¼ 0:
Since the functions AE(m, 0) and lat ( K ) appear as a product, knowledge of one is needed to remove its bias in the search fields in order to determine the other, and vice versa. In practice, however, if one is willing to make the assumption that the limiting magnitudes of the search fields are not correlated with K , then the magnitude distribution can be determined first, followed by the latitude distribution.
Procedure
Each of the N F fields of the survey data set has a magnitude for which the detection efficiency has dropped to 1 2 , which we denote by m 1=2; k for the kth field. If max is the maximum efficiency at bright magnitudes and m is a parameter that specifies a characteristic range over which the survey efficiency drops from max to 0, we describe the detection efficiency as a function of magnitude, (m, m 1=2; k ), with the functional form used by Trujillo et al. (2001) :
We have included m 1=2;k as an explicit argument for (m, m 1=2;k ), since it has different values for different survey fields, while max and m should be the same for all survey fields. We express m 1=2; k relative to m 2, k , which is the magnitude of an object whose peak pixel is two standard deviations of the background (above the mean background) for the shallower exposure for a pair of search frames. We assume that the difference between m 1=2; k and m 2, k is a constant offset, Ám 1=2À2 , that applies to all search frames:
Each frame of our survey fields has the same solid angle, s , of sky exposure. However, some of this solid angle is obscured by the presence of other objects. Furthermore, the two frames of the pair have their centers offset, and this misregistration results in an additional loss of solid angle. If the sum of these two losses for the kth survey field is Á k , then the net solid angle for the kth search field, k , is
We define the average latitude-density factor, lat , k , to be an average of lat ( K ) (over solid angle) for a search field centered on K ¼ K; k : Table 13 are plotted in J2000 coordinates. The poles of the ecliptic ( E) and invariable plane ( I ) are also indicated, as are the orbit poles of Jupiter (J ), Saturn (S), Uranus (U), and Neptune (N ). The solid line running from the lower left to the invariable pole is the locus for the pole of the Laplacian surface, as calculated from the theory of Brouwer & van Woerkom (1950) . The filled triangle corresponds to all MPC KBOs (sample 2.2.1.1), which have a mean semimajor axis of 43.88 AU. The filled square corresponds to all MPC KBOs with pole errors less than 0N5 and orbital inclinations with respect to the KBP less than 5 that have been dynamically classified as Classical (sample 2.2.1.1.1). These have a mean semimajor axis of 43.81 AU. This sample has been divided into two equal sets (samples 2.2.1.1.1.1 and 2.2.1.1.1.2), which have mean semimajor axes of 44.97 and 42.65 AU, respectively. These have been plotted with an open diamond and triangle, respectively. The two object samples show no significant difference and are more consistent with the invariable pole than with the pole of the Laplacian surface from the BvW theory. For reference, the plus sign surrounded by an 84.1% confidence dashed circle is the pole position for the KBP derived by Brown & Pan (2004) . As discussed in the text (x 9.2.1), we do not believe that the BvW theory applies to the situation, and we believe our results to be more accurate than those of Brown & Pan (2004). where k K, min, k , k K, max, k , K, min, k , and K, max, k are respectively the minimum and maximum KBP longitudes and latitudes on the frame. The solid angle normalizing factors are
The likelihood factors for the magnitude distribution for the jth object on the kth frame are the product of these relative probabilities and the detection efficiency:
Empirical Distribution
We can now determine the empirical magnitude distribution for the DES KBOs with the procedure described in x 4. The first step in this process is to establish the magnitude distribution of the detected objects, without yet including the latitude bias factor, lat, k , or the detection efficiency, (m, m 1=2;k ). We do not include the latitude bias factor because the latitude and magnitude distributions for the population are intertwined and must be determined by successive approximation. Since most of our data were recorded in the VR filter, we construct the empirical magnitude distribution with this sample (sample 1.3.1). The magnitude bins range from 20 to 25 in 0.2 mag increments, and we approximate lat;k ¼ 1:0 for all k . In this, and all the analyses discussed in this paper involving the removal of observational biases, we treat each of the eight detectors in the Mosaic cameras as a distinct search field, with its own bias factor.
The resulting empirical distribution for objects observed in the VR filter is shown as the filled points with error bars in Figure 13a . Beginning at the bright end, the numbers rise sharply because of the greater number of KBOs at fainter magnitudes, peaking between magnitudes 22 and 23. For fainter magnitudes, the number of objects drops because of the decreasing sensitivity of the survey.
Singg le Power-Law Fit
We denote the sky density of KBOs brighter than magnitude m at KBP latitude K by AE(<m, K ). This integral magnitude distribution has also been termed the ''luminosity function'' (e.g., Jewitt et al. 1998) , which can be defined with two parameters: m 0 , the magnitude for which the sky density of objects brighter than m 0 is 1 per square degree (at opposition and for K ¼ 0), and , the logarithmic slope of the distribution. On the KBP equator, this can be written as
The differential magnitude distribution, AE(m, 0), is then found by differentiating equation (25) with respect to m:
We also define N F ;0 (m) as the equivalent solid angle at K ¼ 0 covered by the N F fields of the survey. In terms of previously defined quantities, this can be written
With these definitions, the number, N(m, Ám), of objects detected by the survey in a given bin of magnitude width Ám is given by
We perform least-squares fits of the model function N(m, Ám) to the DES data shown in Figure 13a . The free parameters of the fit fall into two categories: (1) and m 0 , which describe the magnitude distribution, and (2) m and Ám 1=2À2 , which describe the sensitivity of the survey as given by equations (19) and (20). The parameter max is fixed at 1.0. Between each iteration of the least-squares fit, the equivalent solid angle at zero KBP latitude, N F ;0 (m), is recalculated, as required to update the model function in equation (28). Model fits were performed for different samples of KBOs, and the results are given in Table 14 . Fit 1 includes all KBOs discovered by the DES, irrespective of the filter used or (28) to these data, which describes the KBO magnitude distribution as a single power law and describes the sensitivity function for the DES frames by the function given in eq. (19). The rise of the curve at the bright end is due to the increasing number of KBOs at fainter magnitudes, while the drop on the faint end is due to the decreasing sensitivity of the survey at fainter magnitudes. The apparent discontinuity at 21.5 mag is not statistically significant, according to a K-S test. (b) The solid line shows our provisional integral magnitude distribution of KBOs (luminosity function) that corresponds to the model fit displayed in (a). The dashed line corresponds to the fitted power-law component (only) for KBO magnitude model, and the dotted line corresponds to the dual power-law distribution from Bernstein et al. (2004) . Although the results are similar at the magnitudes where the DES is sensitive, the DES distribution indicates a somewhat higher sky density and steeper power law than Bernstein et al. (2004). whether the objects are designated. Fit 2 (boldface) includes all objects discovered by the DES in a VR filter. This modeldisplayed as the solid line in Figure 13a -should match the data points. Fits 3 and 4 in Table 14 are the same as fits 1 and 2, respectively, but with only designated objects.
Given the differences in object samples used in the first four fits, the results (cols.
[5]-[8] of Table 14 ) are remarkably similar. Columns (5) and (6) of Table 14 give the fitted offset magnitude and transition width for the detection efficiency function. Although we determined the two parameters for our detection efficiency function in Paper I (see Fig. 4 of Paper I), this earlier estimate was based on a limited amount of synthetic data, and here we have the benefit of using a much larger data set to establish these parameters directly from fitting the actual data. Hence we consider fit 2 to be our best provisional VR magnitude distribution for the entire KBO population.
Next we consider the magnitude distributions for different dynamical classes-Classical, Resonant, and Scattered objects discovered in the VR filter-which are described by the next eight fits in Table 14 . Following Bernstein et al. (2004) , we define ''Excited'' as simply the combination of the Scattered and Resonant classes. Since the number of objects in these samples is low, one fit for each of these dynamical classes has fixed parameters for the detection efficiency function at the values determined in fit 4 (all designated VR objects). The four cases with the fixed parameters will be the most reliable for intercomparison of the parameters describing the population distribution, and m 0 .
Returning to Figure 13 , the dashed line in Figure 13b shows the single power-law model for our preferred fit parameters for the entire KBO population (fit 2 in Table 14 ). The solid line (the fitted model) shows the integral of the distribution of the sky density of KBOs folded in with the detection efficiency of the DES versus magnitude, and the points indicate the integral distribution of the objects detected by the DES. To the extent that the actual integral distribution of KBOs follows the fitted power law, the difference between the dashed and solid lines on the logarithmic scale gives the efficiency of the DES. At VR magnitude of approximately 22.5, the solid line falls below the dashed line by 0.3 on the logarithmic scale, indicating the half-efficiency magnitude. For comparison, the double power-law model of Bernstein et al. (2004) has been plotted as the dotted line. Comparisons of our provisional magnitude distribution with Bernstein et al. (2004) and other work appear in x 9.4. Current work for calibration of the photometry is discussed in x 9.6.1, and calibration of the detection efficiency is discussed in x 9.6.2.
LATITUDE DISTRIBUTION
Next we consider the distribution of KBOs as a function of latitude relative to the KBP derived in x 5.4. The approach presented in this section is to establish the latitude distribution by taking a census of the latitudes of the DES objects at their discovery locations and applying the bias-removal technique described in x 4. Later (in x 8.3) we shall infer the latitude distribution from the inclination distribution.
We choose a set of N n latitude bins over which we have search coverage. The correction of the observational biases for objects discovered in each of these latitude bins requires that we specify the likelihood factors Z n for the latitude bins. One component of Z n is the amount of solid angle that each search frame contributes, which we call ang, k , n for the kth search frame. This is analogous to the quantity defined by equation (23) for the magnitude analyses in x 6.2. We define K, min, k, n and K, max, k, n to be the minimum and maximum values of KBP latitude on the kth search frame contained in the latitude range covered by the nth bin. We also define k K ,min, k ( K ) and k K, max, k ( K ) to be the minimum and maximum values of KBP longitude as a function of KBP latitude on the kth search frame, noting that either of these values may be determined by the boundary of the nth bin passing through the kth search frame (see Appendix B). Then the solid-angle component of the likelihood factor for the kth search frame for the nth bin can be found by integration over the solid angle of the kth search field that is contained in the nth latitude bin and multiplying by the factor used in equation (23) to account for the solid-angle loss due to bright objects and misregistration of the search frames: We can simplify equation (29) by noting that the integration over k
We carry out this integration with the aid of equation ( B5) in Appendix B, under the assumption that cos 0 K does not vary significantly within the kth search frame.
The magnitude component of the likelihood factor for the kth search frame, mag , k , can be found by integrating the product of the magnitude distribution of the population distribution and the detection efficiency over magnitude. We approximate the population distribution as a single power law between m min and m max , the minimum and maximum magnitudes of a sample of objects:
The magnitude component for the nth bin, mag , k, n , is found by integrating over the magnitudes in that bin. Combining the components for magnitude and solid angle in equations (30) and (31), we find the likelihood factor for the kth frame and the nth bin:
LAT;k;n ¼ mag;k;n ang;k;n :
Finally, we find the probability factor for the nth bin by summing the likelihood factors that each search frame contributes to the nth bin:
Using equation (33) and the bias-removal procedure discussed in x 4, we determine the unbiased latitude distribution, f K ( K ), for all DES KBOs (sample 1.3). A power-law exponent of ¼ 0:86 (fit 2 in Table 14 ) was employed, and the integral in equation (30) was evaluated with the approximation discussed in Appendix B. A plot of this latitude distribution appears in Figure 14 , which is further discussed in x 8.3. Now that we know both the magnitude and latitude distributions for the KBOs discovered by the DES, we can calculate the effective solid angle versus magnitude for the survey. To do this, we use equation (27), with the detection efficiency parameters determined in fit 2 of Table 14 and the m 1=2 and for each search frame. The result for the DES, through 2003, is displayed as the solid line in Figure 15 . The horizontal dashed line indicates the total solid angle on all the DES frames considered. The difference between the lines for bright magnitudes is due to the misregistration of the frame pairs, the presence of bright objects, and exposure fields taken away from the Kuiper belt equator.
INCLINATION DISTRIBUTION
In this section we update the inclination distribution that we derived in Paper I, with the addition of the new KBOs reported here. We also derive a latitude distribution from the inclination distribution for comparison with the latitude distribution derived in the previous section.
Bias Remov val for Inclinations
For the inclination bias removal, we refer likelihood factors to those for the detection of a body with i K ¼ 0 , in a search field of solid angle of s , centered on the Kuiper belt equator. To derive the inclination distribution for various subsets of bodies detected by the DES, we must account for likelihood factors relating to (1) field loss due to the offset of centers for the two frames covering the search field, (2) field loss due to KBP latitude. In (c), the inclination distribution is that from Fig. 16 , but extended to much larger inclinations, and the resulting latitude distribution is normalized from AE30 KBP latitude.
interfering objects, (3) detection efficiency as a function of the limiting magnitude of the frame, (4) the magnitude distribution of the objects, and (5) geometric biases of detecting more objects with inclinations near the KBP latitude of the search field. For the kth search field, the first two of these effects are combined into the solid-angle likelihood factor, ang , k (given by eq.
[23]), the second two into the magnitude likelihood factor, mag , k (given by eq.
[31]), and the last effect into the likelihood factor inc , k . These likelihood factors have no dependence on bins, since we have assumed that the inclination of a KBO is independent of its magnitude and independent of its KBP longitude.
To compensate for the geometric bias caused by KBOs spending more time at KBP latitudes near their inclination, we use a model based on circular orbits and an assumed barycentric reference point for observation. At latitude the conditional probability density, p(i| ), for finding an object with orbital inclination i is
0; if sin i < jsin j:
The normalization of p(i| ) is such that its integral over all inclinations equals 1 for any value of . We define inc, k, n as the likelihood factor for detecting objects in the kth search field, with inclinations in the nth bin for i K , where the nth bin spans the inclination range from i K, min, n to i K, max, n . We assume that the inclination distribution function for the KBOs varies no more severely than linearly over the nth bin, so that the following equation for inc, k, n is valid:
The integrations are carried out within the limits indicated for the k th search field, noting that the potential full ranges for the 
360
. The first step in evaluating the integral, within the approximations discussed in Appendix B, is to note that the integral over k 0 K depends only on the interval
where an equation for the interval
The analytic expression for the integral over 0 K has different forms, depending on the orbital inclination, i 0 K . As a function of this quantity, object orbits will either (1) never reach the latitudes of the search field, (2) always be within the latitudes of the search field, (3) have both positive and negative latitudes within the search field, (4) have positive latitudes within the search field and negative latitudes crossing through the search field, (5) have negative latitudes within the search field and positive latitudes crossing through the search field, (6) have both positive and negative latitudes crossing through the search field, (7) peak in the latitudes of the search field, or (8) cross through the latitudes of the search field. The likelihood factors are found by considering each of these cases, accounting for the tilt of the search fields relative to KBP coordinates (Appendix B), and then integrating the conditional probability density for the inclination of each object, i K , j , contained in the nth bin over the solid angle covered by the kth search frame. The integrand for i 0 k can then be averaged for the sample of objects contained in the nth bin.
Having calculated all the components, we can now write an equation for the inclination likelihood factor for the k th search frame for the nth bin, INC, k, n , as the product of the factors described above:
Finally, the likelihood factor for the nth bin, INC, n , is found by summing INC, k, n over all N F search fields.
Calculated Inclination Distribution
For this distribution, we select designated DES KBOs having errors in inclination, i , less than 0N5 (sample 1.3.2.2). The inclinations for these objects are calculated with respect to the KBP (fit 5 in Table 13 ) and are then divided into 11 bins: onedegree intervals between 0 and 4 , two-degree intervals between 4 and 10
, five-degree intervals between 10 and 25 , and a single 10-degree interval between 25 and 35 . The total inclination distribution, f i K ;n , is found by substituting these data, along with the likelihoods from equation (37), into equation (7). The results are displayed in Figure 16 , with error bars derived from equation (8). The ordinate for Figure 16 is normalized to be the fraction of the population per degree of orbital inclination. Also plotted are the total inclination distribution for comets with periods less than 200 years (histogram) and the normalized sin i K distribution, which is expected for objects having poles in random directions (dashed line). We have made no attempt to remove the observational selection bias in the comet distribution. In Figure 17 , the data from Figure 16 are displayed according to dynamical classification: Classical, Scattered (Near and Extended), Resonant, and unclassified objects (samples 1.3.2.2.1-.4, respectively). . Thus, as would be expected, the low-inclination peak of Figure 16 is composed primarily of Classical objects while the broader, higher inclination peak is composed of Classical and Resonant objects at lower inclinations (<15 ) and Scattered and Resonant objects at higher inclinations.
The KBP inclination distribution divided by sin i K is shown in Figure 18 and represents the density of KBO orbit poles per square degree. Figures 16 and 18 reveal a ''core'' of objects at low inclinations and a ''halo'' of objects at higher inclinations. These populations become particularly apparent in Figure 19 , which shows a concentrated core of KBO orbit poles when plotted in sky coordinates (right ascension and declination). As seen in Figure 18 , the FWHM of this core is approximately 2N3; therefore, we have drawn a circle of diameter 4N6 in Figure 19 to encompass the orbit poles of these objects.
From Figure 16 , we conclude that the KBO population has a total inclination distribution that is broadly similar to that of short-period comets (which contains observational biases)-save for the core population of low-inclination objects. By Note the cluster of orbit poles, the center of which is the mean orbit pole of the KBP (fit 5 in Table 13 ). A circle of diameter 4N6 is plotted that encompasses the core concentration of orbit poles. Surrounding this concentration is a halo with a lower density of orbit poles. The central core may be a dynamical relic of the primordial objects. It is not known, however, if the halo is a tail of the primordial distribution or a distinct population that had a different dynamical origin. , and a 10-degree bin from 25 to 35 . Each point is plotted at the average inclination for the objects in the bin. For reference, the inclination distribution ( biased ) of short-period comets (with respect to the KBP) is plotted as a histogram, and the sin i K inclination distribution, expected from orbits with poles in random directions, is plotted as a dashed line.
contrast, the KBO distribution of inclinations bears no resemblance to that of an isotropic distribution. To explore the functional form of the distribution, we perform weighted leastsquares fits to the data using three different models. The first model tested is a Gaussian multiplied by sin i K :
The second model follows that of Brown (2001) and Trujillo et al. (2001) ; it consists of two Gaussians multiplied by sin i K :
The third model, chosen to investigate the drop-off of the ''halo,'' is a Gaussian plus a generalized Lorentzian multiplied by sin i K :
The results of the least-squares fits for each model are listed in Table 15 and are displayed with the data in Figure 20 . Note that the coefficients for the fits in Table 15 represent the amplitudes of the fractional inclination distribution (similar to Brown 2001 and Trujillo et al. 2001 ) and are thus not normalized to the number of objects in the sample. In Figure 20 , the single Gaussian is represented by a dot-dashed line, the double Gaussian by a solid line, and the Gaussian plus Lorentzian by a dashed line.
To determine which of these models provides the best fit to the inclination distribution, we use a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test (Press et al. 1992) . The K-S test is insensitive to the choice of binning, since it uses a cumulative probability distribution. The cumulative probability distribution for the inclination data is plotted in Figure 20b , where each object has probability 1=N (where N is the total number of objects in the sample). The K-S statistic, D ffiffiffiffi N p , is listed for each leastsquares fit in Table 15 . This statistic is used to calculate a probability that a greater deviation than that observed would occur by chance, if the model and the data were identical. For the number of objects in this sample, the lack of fit is significant when D ffiffiffiffi N p is greater than approximately 1.35 (corresponding to a 5% probability that a greater deviation would occur by chance). The significance level of the K-S statistic for the single Gaussian model is such that a deviation greater than that observed would occur by chance only a fraction of a percent of the time; therefore, this model is a very poor fit to the data. The K-S statistics for the double Gaussian and Gaussian plus Lorentzian models both correspond to a $30% probability that a deviation greater than this would occur by chance. Thus, these fits are statistically acceptable and comparably good. These results are visually apparent in Figure 20b , where the fits are plotted with the cumulative data. We note that when the data are plotted in this way, an anomalous spike in the number of objects becomes apparent at i K % 22
; however, the statistical significance of this has not been investigated.
Latitude Distribution from the Inclination Distribution
At inclination i, the conditional probability density for finding an object at latitude is p(|i). For circular, heliocentric a These fits represent the fractional inclination distribution and are not normalized to the number of objects in the sample. They can be normalized by dividing by the integral of the distribution from 0 to 180 . The cumulative inclination distribution and the corresponding least-squares best-fit models. The cumulative representation of the data eliminates fitting biases due to binning. A K-S test on the data in (b) demonstrates that the double Gaussian ; sin i K and Gaussian plus Lorentzian ; sin i K models are equally good fits. An anomalous spike of objects at i K ¼ 22 is apparent in (b); however, the statistical significance of this has not been investigated.
orbits with probability density p(i) for inclinations, the probability density for finding an object at latitude is
0; if jsin j ! sin i:
The total inclination distribution, f i K ; n , represents the theoretical probability density for inclinations, p(i). Therefore, the latitude distribution can be obtained by substituting the inclination distribution into equation (41). Looking back at Figure 14 , we compare the results for the latitude distribution determined by our two approaches. The first approach was to establish the density of objects discovered at different KBP latitudes, using all DES objects except for Centaurs (sample 1.3; see x 7). These data are represented as diamonds with error bars, corresponding to the fraction of the population per degree of latitude from the KBP. The second approach is to infer the latitude distribution from the inclination distribution with equation (41). These data are represented as triangles with error bars. Figure 14a shows the results from both approaches, over positive and negative latitudes. Since we expect the latitude distribution to be symmetric, Figure 14b shows the latitudes obtained from the object positions averaged over positive and negative latitudes, along with the data from the inclination distribution. Figure 14c displays the full extent of the latitude distribution as calculated from the inclination distribution shown in Figure 16 . These different approaches for calculating the latitude distribution agree roughly, although not always within the error bars. This will be discussed further in x 9.4.
DISCUSSION
Identifying a relatively pristine classical belt is a prime objective of Kuiper belt research, since this remnant would be a window into the distant past of the solar system. In this section we discuss several aspects of our work as they relate to this objective. A cornerstone of this quest for the classical belt is our classification system for orbits, which we have formulated to be as dynamically meaningful as possible. We have also pursued the determination of the KBP, since it is the natural reference system for KBO orbits. Inclinations give us information regarding perturbations of the classical belt-some recent, but some likely occurring long ago, during the era of planetary migration. Related to the inclinations is the latitude distribution. Similarly, the magnitude distribution is currently our only handle on the population sizes of the different dynamical components of the Kuiper belt. We complete this section with a discussion of some issues that affect our survey work.
Dynamical Classification
Among all the distinctions drawn in our orbit classifications, the least subjective is between resonant and nonresonant orbits. We have identified an unprecedented number of resonances in the Kuiper belt to be securely occupied. The occupation of several first-order resonances-for example, the 3:2, 2:1, and 4:3 resonances-supports the idea that Neptune migrated outward early in its history over timescales !10 6 yr (Malhotra 1995; Chiang & Jordan 2002) . Surprisingly, even higher order resonances-for example, the 5:2-are filled to roughly the same degree as the first-order resonances. In the context of the migration model, this requires Neptune's resonances to have swept over a primordial belt having a substantial fraction of already dynamically excited (''preheated'') objects (Chiang et al. 2003a ). Such preheating is not anticipated by the standard migration scenarios but may find explanation in close encounters with Neptune during the migration era (Gomes 2003b) . Furthermore, our discovery of the first Neptune Trojan vindicates longheld theoretical beliefs in their dynamical stability (Holman & Wisdom 1993; Nesvorný et al. 2000) , and it promises to constrain the accretion history of Neptune (Chiang et al. 2003a) .
The remaining divisions among nonresonant (Centaur, Classical, Scattered-Near, and Scattered-Extended) objects are subject to a variety of objections; for example, one can question the validity of the restricted, circular, three-body problem in describing dynamics that involve the presence of multiple giant planets. The intention behind our definitions is not to fully summarize the dynamics of every individual KBO through simplistic labels. Rather, we wish to provide a practical, first-cut classification scheme that has some basis in physics and that helps to organize thinking regarding the origin and evolution of the Kuiper belt. If our classifications stimulate deeper cosmogonical insights, we will have considered our exercise in drawing lines in the sand to be worthwhile.
To the extent that the classifications group objects according to physically meaningful categories, then the population fractions in each category can test models for the dynamical evolution of the Kuiper belt. Even if we were willing to assume that each class has the same albedo distribution (which likely is not the case), determining the unbiased fraction of objects in each population requires that we remove three principal observational biases from the raw population fractions of a controlled KBO sample, for which the DES qualifies. The first is a magnitude bias that accounts for the different mean distance for the objects in each classification; the second is an inclination bias that accounts for the different inclination distributions for the different classes; and the third is a recovery bias that accounts for the different likelihoods of recovering objects for each dynamical class. We plan to address these matters in the future.
Kuiper Belt Plane
Several issues regarding our determination of the KBP warrant further discussion: (1) comparison of our result with the previous work of Collander and Brown & Pan (2004) , (2) interpretation of the planes determined for different samples of objects, and (3) discussion of dynamics that might be at work to explain why our result differs from the Brouwer & van Woerkom (1950) theory.
Comparison with Prev vious Work
The first published investigation of the KBP was carried out by Collander-Brown et al. (2003) , who calculated the average angular momentum for different subsets of KBOs under different assumptions about the masses of these bodies. We have not plotted their results in Figures 10-12 , because they neither removed observational biases from their analyses nor estimated their errors. With unknown systematic and random errors, the significance of their results cannot be assessed. They do state, however, that the most reasonable conclusion from their work is that the plane of the Kuiper belt (if one can be defined) is very close to the invariable plane. To this extent, their results agree with what we have reported here.
A more definitive comparison of our results can be made with those of Brown & Pan (2004) , since they used an unbiased method for determining the KBP and estimated their error (fit 0 of Table 12 ). In fact we have attempted to reproduce their analysis (fit 1 of Table 12 ), but as seen in Figure 10 , our results do not agree with theirs. We attribute this difference to the fact that they used KBO velocities at the time of discovery based on orbits issued by the MPC, which necessarily involve certain assumptions to estimate an orbit from an arc that spans less than 24 hours in some cases (as shown in Table 10 ). In defense of their procedure, Brown & Pan point out that the velocity directions essentially depend on the inclination, and this is one of the best-determined orbital parameters from a short orbital arc. In Figure 2b , however, we note that the designated but not dynamically classified objects (the category into which all newly discovered KBOs fall) have, as a group, a significantly larger average inclination (gray bar, top) than the average inclination for dynamically classified objects (black bar). We believe that this inclination bias is the reason for the difference between the two KBP determinations, and that ours is the more reliable. Therefore we discount the claim by Brown & Pan (2004) that the invariable plane can be ruled out as the KBP at greater than the 3 level.
Mean Orbit Planes for Different Samples of KBOs
Using the maximum likelihood method, we determined the mean plane for several subsets of the main KBO population (Table 13) . We define an index for the internal consistency for each of these subsets, subset , as the product of the standard deviation of the fitted inclination of the plane, i, subset (relative to the ecliptic), and the square root of the number of objects, N subset , in the subset:
The square of subset is the contribution to the variance in the fitted inclination of the mean orbit plane by each object in the subset. Thus, the smaller the value of subset , the more consistently the subset under consideration defines a mean plane. This quantity is tabulated in the final column of Table 13 for each of the subsets investigated.
Using the set of all MPC objects (fit 1 in Table 13 ) as a benchmark, we see that subset is reduced by removing the objects with pole errors greater than 0N5 (fit 2 in Table 13 ), which is not surprising. We see a further reduction in subset when we limit our selection to only Classical objects (fit 3 in Table 13 )-what we might characterize as a core population. Finally, we fit the objects in the 3:2 resonance and get an extremely large value for subset , showing that the orbit planes for these objects exhibit a large scatter about their mean plane.
Dynamical Possibilities
The sample of Classical objects (fit 3 in Table 13 ) defines a mean orbit plane with a precision of AE0N22, and the subset of Classical objects culled for low inclinations (fit 5 in Table 13 ) is characterized by virtually the same precision, AE0N20. As can be seen in Figure 12 , the poles of these planes lie much closer to the pole of the invariable plane (and naturally, the orbit pole of Jupiter) than to the normal of the Laplacian surface defined by the BvW model. The latter is indicated by the line in the lower left of the figure, on which the semimajor axis scale is indicated by the cross ticks. This lack of agreement between the BvW model and the mean plane of the Classical objects (which have a mean semimajor axis of 43.88 AU, as indicated in Table 13 ) would imply one of the following: (1) the Classical KBOs in our sample do not satisfy the assumptions of the BvW model, or (2) our analysis is flawed by errors or incorrect assumptions.
Why might the BvW theory be inadequate to the task of determining the plane of the KBP? It is a purely secular theory that is good only to second order in the eccentricities and inclinations of the bodies. The sample to which the theory is most appropriately applied is that of fit 5 (Table 13) : Classical KBOs whose inclinations with respect to their mean plane are less than 5
. The filter for low inclinations notwithstanding, the restriction to low eccentricity embodied by Classical objects (e 0:2) may still be too loose for the low-order BvW theory to be appropriately applied. Note that the sample used in fit 5 overlaps with a region of instability spanning semimajor axes of 40-45 AU and eccentricities near 0.15 (Duncan et al. 1995) ; the full extent of this region is not contained within the BvW theory. Moreover, purely secular theories like that of BvW, regardless of their order, suffer from the drawback that they do not exhibit the widespread chaos associated with the overlap of high-order mean motion resonances. In summary, higher order resonant and secular perturbations threaten to destroy the invariance of free inclinations that is crucial to the determination of the Laplacian surface in the BvW theory.
14 We have undertaken a preliminary set of numerical integrations that, to a certain extent, bear these concerns out; they show that free inclinations are increasingly not conserved as greater initial inclinations (with respect to the Laplacian plane) and eccentricities are considered. These same integrations also show that the semimajor axes of Classical KBOs vary with time by as much as 1 AU-behavior that is forbidden in purely secular theories like that of BvW and that blurs the Laplacian surface defined by that theory. A more complete analysis is deferred to future investigation.
If free inclinations are not conserved because of higher order perturbations not accounted for by BvW, then what plane should KBOs respect? The leading candidate would be the invariable plane, since the periods of nodal precession of KBOs about the local Laplacian pole (the free precession periods) are longer than the periods of nodal precession of the planets (the forced precession periods) about the invariable pole. In other words, the periods of orbit precession about the BvW pole are longer than that of the BvW pole about the invariable plane. For Classical KBOs, the factor by which the former are longer is at least a few. In the limit where this factor is large, KBOs see a potential that smears itself axisymmetrically about the invariable pole; then the KBOs would nodally precess about the invariable plane, which is consistent with our observational result.
Inclination Distribution
Our investigation of the inclination distribution confirms the ideas of the ''cold'' and ''hot'' populations discussed by previous authors (e.g., Levison & Stern 2001) . We find that the data are well fitted by sin i multiplied by the sum of two Gaussians having standard deviations of 1N94 AE 0N19 and 12N68 AE 0N64 (FWHMs are 4N57 AE 0N45 and 29N86 AE 1N51, respectively). This result is generally consistent with that of Brown (2001) , who fitted the same function to a smaller sample of objects and obtained Gaussians with standard deviations of 2N6 deviations of 2N2 and 18 . Contrary to Trujillo et al. (2001) , we do not believe that a single Gaussian adequately describes the inclination distribution. The smaller standard deviations of our Gaussians are likely due to the fact that we use the KBP, rather than the ecliptic, as a reference plane for the orbital inclinations.
Because of the geometric sin i factor in any inclination distribution, the concentration of objects near zero inclination is most evident in a plot that reveals the density of orbit poles in the sky near zero inclination, as shown in Figures 18 and 19 . This view reveals a highly concentrated core of objects, with a FWHM of 4N6 in orbital inclination, surrounded by a less dense concentration of objects (which suggests the descriptive terms, ''core'' and ''halo,'' as alternative descriptive terms for the ''cold'' and ''hot'' populations, respectively). Although the core exhibits a strong peak in the density of orbit poles, the distribution at higher inclinations is much shallower and broader. This terminology is supported by the data being equally well fitted by the Gaussian plus Lorentzian model as by the double Gaussian model.
As expected from our definition of the Classical population having low eccentricity, Figure 17 demonstrates that the core is composed primarily of Classical objects. The lower inclinations of the halo are populated by Classical and Resonant objects, while the Scattered and Resonant objects make up the higher inclinations. The shapes of the inclination distributions for each of these classes are consistent with those of Brown (2001) . If one combines the Classical and Scattered populations displayed in Figure 17 , the result is relatively flat outside the core (the low notch at 7 could be an artifact of the binning). Objects outside this core could be just an extension of the core population, with the origin of the two populations arising from a common process-or, the core and halo populations could have two quite distinct origins. Establishing the relationship, if any, between the ''core'' (or ''cold'') and ''halo'' (or ''hot'') populations will require a deeper understanding of the dynamical processes at work in the past and today.
One might question the particular characteristics of objects in this core. Trujillo & Brown (2002) noted a correlation of color with inclination, which has been confirmed by others (e.g., Doressoundiram et al. 2002; Tegler et al. 2003) . Further investigations in this area may be fruitful in connecting dynamical properties with physical properties (e.g., Gulbis et al. 2005) , which could give us more insight into the ancient history of KBOs-the Classical population in particular.
Latitude Distribution
The distribution of KBO orbital inclinations can be used to determine the latitude distribution. Hence the comparison in Figures 14a and 14b between the latitude distributions derived from the positions of DES objects in the sky (diamonds) and the latitude distribution inferred from our derived inclination distribution (triangles) serves as a consistency check of our analyses. Although there is good general agreement, the inclinations indicate a somewhat sharper concentration at the KBP than we find from the distribution of objects. At present we have no explanation for this apparent discrepancy between these two approaches, and it will be a topic of further study.
The distribution above KBP latitudes of 5 is not currently well constrained by DES results, except for what can be inferred from the inclination distribution, which is shown in Figure 14c . This region has been investigated by Trujillo et al. (2001, their Fig. 13 ), who report a sharp decline in the sky density with increasing ecliptic latitude, based on observations at 0 , 10 , and 20 ecliptic latitude. Our results agree with this trend and suggest some additional structure, such as a flattening of the distribution at inclinations between 10 and 25 .
Prov visional Magg nitude and Size Distributions
We can compare our provisional magnitude distributions given in Table 14 and Figure 13 with those of Bernstein et al. (2004, their Table 3 and Fig. 6 ). Their compilation of survey results covers a wide range of magnitudes, which allows them to fit a double power-law model with a slope change in the 23-26 mag range (for different subpopulations). Our DES results are restricted to only the brightest objects in this range, so we therefore compare our single power-law results only with the bright-end slope presented by Bernstein et al. (2004) .
Furthermore, for the restricted samples of objects (fits 5-12 in Table 14 ), we use the results with the two survey sensitivity parameters (Ám 1=2À2 and m ) fixed at the value for all designated VR KBOs (fit 4 in Table 14 ). Whatever the sensitivity of the DES, it should be the same to first order for all dynamical classes. The VR KBOs constitute our largest photometrically homogeneous sample of DES objects (sample 1.3) and should yield the best values for our sensitivity parameters-with the caveat that a single power-law distribution accurately describes the magnitude distribution function over the range of magnitudes accessible to the DES. If the fixed values of the sensitivity parameters contain systematic errors, they will affect the fitted power-law exponent in the same way for different model fits. Hence, statistically different fitted power-law exponents are meaningful.
As a first comparison, we note that the Bernstein et al. (2004) best-fit solution for the bright-end slope for the population of all KBOs is ¼ 0:88, with a AE1 range of 0.75-1.2. We find ¼ 0:86 AE 0:10 (fit 2 in Table 14 ) for all VR DES KBOs, a remarkably good agreement. We note that the Bernstein et al. analysis did not include any DES objects in their compiled catalog of KBOs, so this independent determination of the brightend slope is a strong confirmation of our mutual results. Bernstein et al. divided their sample into subpopulations-a classical population (whose definition is different but whose members mostly overlap with our definition of Classical bodies) and an excited subpopulation (everything else in the Bernstein et al. sample , including what we classify as Resonant and Scattered objects). Bernstein et al. (2004) find ¼ 0:66 with a AE1 range of 0.6-0.75 for their excited sample. Here we again find agreement with our power-law fits for Excited ( ¼ 0:58 AE 0:09), Resonant ( ¼ 0:52 AE 0:08), and Scattered ( ¼ 0:74 AE 0:15) populations. Note that the power laws for the Classical and Scattered agree at values near 0.8-it is just the Resonant class that has a shallower power law at 0.52 (see Table 14 ).
Our agreement does not extend to the Classical subpopulations. Bernstein et al. (2004) find ¼ 1:36 with a range of 1.05-1.5 (upper limit by fiat) compared with our best fit of ¼ 0:74 AE 0:05. However, at the 2 level our results agree with Bernstein et al. (2004) . Furthermore, we note that the total Bernstein et al. sample comprises 129 objects throughout their entire magnitude range (R ¼ 19-28 or so). Our fits presented here are derived from 415 objects, all of which would fall into Bernstein et al.'s bright-end subpopulation. It is possible that a reconsideration of the Bernstein et al. analysis in light of the DES KBOs presented here would produce a somewhat different result that would be more in agreement with the DES-only result for Classical KBOs in Table 14 . In addition, our dynamical classification system does not entirely overlap with the simpler approach of Bernstein et al. (2004) . Further analysis is warranted, as these power-law slopes may directly reflect the formation and evolution histories of KBO subpopulations.
The power-law slopes described above are generally represented by , the exponent of the magnitude distribution. This is related to q, the power-law exponent for the differential size distribution, through the simple relation q ¼ 5 þ 1. This relation assumes that all bodies under consideration share a common albedo and that all bodies are at the same distance. We calculate q ¼ 5:15 for all DES KBOs, with similar results for the Classical and Scattered subpopulations. The Excited and Resonant populations have q-values of 4.1 and 3.8, respectively, which are closer to the values that have been found in the past. As physical models of KBO evolution-including accretion and collisional grinding-mature, the derived size distributions will act as a strong constraint. We note that as KBO subpopulations become more completely cataloged and as we learn more about KBO albedos in the coming years through observations with the Spitzer Space Telescope, we may have to reconsider the assumptions made above when comparing N-body model results and observed sky densities.
Finally, we note that our agreement of the power laws for the Classical and Scattered populations adds to the lack of discernment of the distinction between these two dynamical classes that we noted in x 9.3.
Surv vey Issues
In this section we discuss limitations for the DES imposed by our current magnitude and sensitivity calibrations, followed by commenting on the availability of DES data. We also discuss the value of a community-wide effort to submit all KBO astrometry to the common database provided by the MPC. 9.6.1. Photometric Calibration As described in x 2.2.2, the photometric calibration used here is tied to the magnitudes in the USNO-A2.0 and -B1.0 catalogs. At present, we can only evaluate the accuracy of our current calibration through comparison with the results of a wellcalibrated survey, such as the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) survey of Trujillo et al. (2001) -although their survey used a Mould R filter. For all KBOs, they find that the cumulative distribution function for magnitudes yields a magnitude for a sky density of 1 object per square degree, m 0 ¼ 23:04 þ0:08 À0:09 , and we find m 0 ¼ 22:70 AE 0:13 (fit 2 of Table 14 ). Taken at face value, the DES magnitudes are 0:34 AE 0:15 too bright. In addition to (1) errors in the current DES photometric calibration, other contributing factors to this difference may be due to (2) not accounting for the differences in KBO density as a function of latitude from the KBP (Fig. 14) for the DES and CFHT surveys and (3) the need for a more accurate calibration of the DES detection efficiency. We are carrying out a photometric calibration program to address point 1 above. This goal requires making $4000 independent photometric observations, of which we have made $25% to date. Observations are being made with the 31 inch (0.8 m) telescope at Lowell Observatory in automated data acquisition mode and with the Steward Observatory 61 inch (1.5 m) telescope on Mount Bigelow. We expect to complete the photometric calibration within 6 months of the conclusion of the formal DES program. At that point, the entire DES catalog of photometric measurements can be recalculated, resulting in KBO magnitudes with significantly smaller error bars and fewer systematic uncertainties.
Calibration of Detection Efficiency
The detection efficiency for the DES was first addressed in Paper I (Fig. 4 there) , where we showed the results of some limited tests that involved the insertion of artificial sources into data frames that were then examined for moving objects. This calibration was carried out with just a few frames. When we attempted to use the efficiency function so derived to analyze the current data set with the parameters fixed at those previously determined, it became apparent that either the magnitude distribution of the KBOs detectable with the DES was not well described by a power law or the detection efficiency parameters were not correct. Pursuing the latter explanation, we then allowed the detection efficiency parameters to be fitted (Table 14) , which gave quite satisfactory results with an assumed single power-law distribution. Clearly, to get the most information from the survey data we need an independent calibration of the survey efficiency, and the standard way to accomplish this is by the insertion of synthetic objects into the data stream prior to the moving-object detection. We shall be experimenting with this procedure in the future.
The Value of KBO Astrometric Measurements
A not uncommon view within the KBO community is that once a KBO has a provisional designation, there is little point in compiling further astrometric information. However, many provisionally designated KBOs are not yet dynamically classified (Fig. 5) . More classifications are needed to achieve a more accurate determination of the KBP so that we can learn whether the KBP is actually the invariable plane (Fig. 12) . In addition, follow-up observations of KBOs with large ground-based telescopes, or space-based telescopes such as HST and the Spitzer Space Telescope, require accurate ephemerides, which can only be generated from accurate long-arc astrometry of these objects. Therefore we urge all who can generate KBO astrometric measurements as a by-product of other KBO work to do so and to submit their measurements to the MPC. Even after KBO orbits become accurate enough for dynamical classification, further improvement in orbital accuracy for the larger bodies will facilitate the prediction of stellar occultations , from which we can directly measure KBO sizes and shapes. Stellar occultation data can also be used to probe for possible tenuous atmospheres and to probe for nearby binary companions-which should be ubiquitous according to at least one model for binary formation (Goldreich et al. 2002 ).
Access to DES Data and Surv vey Results
Our survey status at NOAO means that all data are archived and freely available to the community from NOAO. In Appendix A, we discuss the information submitted to NOAO, including the key words added to the calibrated frame headers that give the limiting magnitude of each frame and other information to facilitate their use. These data, along with the discovery information in Tables 6-10 (designated discoveries)  and the supplementary tables (including Table A4 , undesignated discoveries) give all that should be necessary to reproduce and extend the analyses that we have presented. Auxiliary DES resources and the uniform resource locators (URLs) to access them are presented in Appendix A and Buie et al. (2003) .
CONCLUSIONS
With a 50% detection efficiency at a magnitude of 22.5 (Fig. 13b) , the DES is an intermediate-magnitude survey, with much more solid-angle coverage than the faint-object surveys (e.g., Bernstein et al. 2004 ) and many more objects detected than the bright-object surveys (e.g., Trujillo & Brown 2003) .
Hence the DES is well suited to probe the dynamical properties of the general population of KBOs. As an aid to understanding these properties, we have sharpened the traditional meanings of the dynamical classes-Resonant, Scattered, and Classical.
In defining ''Classical,'' we are trying to determine those KBOs with orbits that have been relatively undisturbed since the origin of the solar system. Indeed, we see a strong concentration of orbit poles within 2 -3 of the average orbit pole for the Kuiper belt (Fig. 19) . This prompts the inference that these core objects represent a distinct population, with a different history from others. Although it is tempting to conclude that this core of KBOs represents what is left of the primordial Kuiper belt, we must bear in mind that the tail of the inclination distribution from the Classical objects blends smoothly into the inclination distribution of Scattered objects (Figs. 18 and 19 ). At present we see no clear demarcation between these two classes in their orbital elements, and we have somewhat arbitrarily set their boundary at an orbital eccentricity of 0.2. As we gain more dynamical insight, we may want to use a classification criterion based on orbital inclination, as others have done, with 5 being a popular choice for the boundary between the Classical and Scattered classes (e.g., Bernstein et al. 2004 ). These two dynamical classes have power laws for their respective magnitude distributions that are indistinguishable at present as well.
Contrary to past work, however, we recommend that the inclinations used in a dynamical classification system be referred to the Kuiper belt plane, which needs to be better understood before using an inclination-based criterion for dynamical classification. This is one of our goals for the future. We would also like to establish population estimates for the dynamical classes, to derive the size distribution for each, and to estimate the mass of those components in each class that are accessible to our survey. In order to carry out these tasks, we need to improve the magnitude and sensitivity calibrations of the DES so that the observational biases can be more accurately removed. Note.
-Column headers in all caps correspond to NOAO key words (see Table A1 for a partial listing and http://iraf.noao.edu /projects/ccdmosaic/ Imagedef / mosaic/ MosaicV1.html for a complete listing), while the remaining headers are internal designations (defined in Appendix A). Table A2 is presented in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. Note.
- Table A3 is presented in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. used for the astrometric reduction, and with a zero-point magnitude scale of 24.0 (PHOTOZP), (12) saturation magnitude for a point source (''Sat. Mag.''), and (13) the 2 limiting magnitude of the image on the faint end, defined as the magnitude of a synthetic object, constructed from a stacked point-spread function taken from the image, whose peak pixel is twice the sky signal (''Limiting Mag.''). The 2 limiting magnitude is computed by integrating over the scaled point-spread function with the aperture used for the reductions and adding the photometric zero point.
A3. FIELD CENTERS
In Table A3 , we provide the center coordinates for each of the survey fields used in our analyses for this paper, regardless of whether an object was found in the field. This table includes (1) the DES field name, (2) UT date of observation, (3) right ascension (J2000) of the center of the field, and (4) declination (J2000) of the center of the field. Note that some of the field names are identical. This represents the situation in which a search field was observed multiple times.
A4. UNDESIGNATED OBJECT INFORMATION
We provide information about undesignated objects in Table A4 . This information was used in the comparison of data samples and in the analyses for the magnitude distribution. Table A4 includes (1) internal object name or ''Local ID,'' (2) UT discovery date, (3) discovery right ascension (J2000), (4) discovery declination (J2000), (5) magnitude of the object in the filter in which it was observed (VR unless otherwise noted on the night of discovery in Table 1 ; see Paper I for objects discovered prior to 2000 April), (6) heliocentric distance of the object at the time of discovery, (7) discovery inclination, and (8) longitude of the ascending node at discovery. The latter two quantities are found using the formalism of Bernstein & Khushalani (2000) . Since the errors on the calculated orbital elements are quite large for undesignated objects, as discussed in Paper I, these values have been presented to low precision.
A5. OBSERVING RESOURCES
Up-to-date information of survey observations beyond this paper can be found at the DES home page.
16 Current coordinates and orbital elements for all KBOs are available via anonymous ftp from Lowell Observatory.
17 Details about the links and files at these locations are presented in Buie et al. (2003) .
APPENDIX B INTEGRATIONS IN KUIPER BELT PLANE COORDINATES
The calculations required to compute the bias factors for the latitude and inclination distributions of KBOs require certain integrations in Kuiper belt coordinate space, as called for in equations (29) and (35). We assume that the angular intervals involved in these integrations are small. In this appendix, we consider the transformation of a solid-angle element from right ascensiondeclination (, ) coordinates to another spherical coordinate system, defined by longitude and latitude coordinates (k, ). For small solid-angle elements far from the pole of either coordinate system, the transformation can be well approximated by (1) a transformation of the center coordinates, ( 0 , 0 ) ! (k 0 , 0 ), followed by (2) a rotation by an angle , defined as the position angle (measured from north through east) of the -axis in the (, ) coordinate system. This is illustrated in Figure 21 , where the solidangle element has an extent Á in right ascension and Á in declination. The transformation between (, )-coordinates and (k, )-coordinates can be specified by the position of the pole, ( p , p ), for the (k, ) coordinate system. In terms of ( p , p ), the local rotation angle, , is determined by equations for its sine and cosine: sin ¼ cos p sin ( p À 0 ); cos ¼ sin p cos 0 À cos p sin 0 cos ( p À 0 ):
For the case illustrated in Figure 21 , which is drawn under the assumption that jj jarctan (Á=Á cos 0 )j, we define three auxiliary quantities:
Note that the first quantity, Ák max , is the maximum k-interval within the frame (not the maximum extent of the frame on the k-axis; see Fig. 21 ).
We shall be more concerned with integrations over the latitude coordinate, and for these integrations we require two more auxiliary quantities, min and max . These quantities are illustrated in Figure 21 and are defined by the following equations: The integral in equation (29) requires knowledge of the longitude interval, Ák( ), within the solid angle covered by a search frame. By inspection of Figure 21 , this can be written in terms of the quantities defined above as follows:
Ák max À min Á 1 ; if min < min þ Á 1 ;
Ák max max À Á 1 ; if max À Á 1 < max ; 0; if max < =2:
If the boundary between two latitude bins occurs at latitude b , then the amount of solid angle, (< b ), at latitudes less than b and contained in the schematic frame depicted in Figure 21 is given by Note.- Table A4 is presented in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content. Fig. 21 .-Coordinate conversions for solid angles. A rectangular element of solid angle, aligned with the (, ) coordinate axes, has an extent Á in right ascension and Á in declination. We consider the transformation of this solid angle to another spherical coordinate system that has longitude and latitude coordinates (k, ). The solid-angle element is far from the pole of either coordinate system, so that we can approximate the coordinate transformation by a rotation of the rectangular element by an angle , defined as the position angle (measured from north through east) of the -axis in the (, ) coordinate system. The corners of the rectangle define the minimum and maximum values of , denoted by min and max . The two dashed lines are parallel to lines of constant latitude, and these break up the solid-angle element into two triangles and a single parallelogram, over which it is convenient to carry out integrations over solid angles. Inclination distribution function, representing fraction of objects per degree KBP inclination f i K ;n Binned KBP inclination data for the unbiased fraction of the population f n v ( ) Distribution function for the sky density of KBO velocity directions in ecliptic latitude f n v ( K ) Distribution function for the sky density of KBO velocity directions in KBP latitude f q, n Unbiased fraction of the population per unit interval of q for the nth bin f q (q) Distribution function that applies to the general (or a subset) population; represents the fraction of objects per unit of q f K ;n Binned KBP latitude data for the unbiased fraction of the population
APPENDIX C GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
Distribution function representing the fraction of objects per degree of KBP latitude g Variable in the Gaussian plus Lorentzian fit to the inclination distribution i
Inclination with respect to the ecliptic plane i Inclination of the jth object with respect to the KBP i K, max, n Maximum KBP inclination in the nth bin i K, min, n Minimum KBP inclination in the nth bin i kN
Osculating mutual inclination between the orbit of a KBO and that of Neptune i N Inclination of Neptune's orbit i subset Inclination of the fitted plane to a subset of objects i 1=2; K Variable used in fitting the inclination distribution; represents a half-width of the generalized Lorentzian j Discovered-object index j 0 Index for the objects in the nth bin; index for coefficients in the power series fit to sky density of KBO velocity directions j, k Any one of the six Cartesian phase-space coordinates, {x, y, z,ẋ,ẏ,ż}, used for reference in the covariance matrix jk k Search-field index m Object magnitude for an ideal case in which the sky is surveyed within a certain wavelength band and for which we define a magnitude system m j Magnitude of the jth object m max Maximum magnitude for which a sample has significant sensitivity m min Minimum magnitude for which a sample has significant sensitivity m 0
Magnitude for which the sky density of objects is 1 per square degree (at opposition and for ¼ 0) m 1=2; k Magnitude for which the detection efficiency has dropped to 1 2 for the kth field m 2 Average magnitude two standard deviations above the mean sky level for an observing night m 2, k
Magnitude that is two standard deviations above the mean sky level for the shallower exposure of the k th pair of search frames n Bin index n K, v,0
Peak density of object velocity directions on the Kuiper belt equator n v ( ) Sky density of object velocity directions as a function of ecliptic latitude N Fixed value (=3) in orbital solutions; number of objects in sample for inclination analysis N F Total number of search fields (k ¼ 1, . . . , N F ) N(m)
Number of objects as a function of magnitude N(m, Ám) Number of objects detected by the survey per magnitude bin of width Ám N n Number of objects in the nth bin N q Total number of bins (n ¼ 1, . . . , N q ) chosen for q N subset
Number of objects in a subset N 0
Total number of objects ( j ¼ 1, . . . , N 0 )
